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Memorandum 77-4 

Subject: Study 77.600 - Nonprofit Corporations (Background Materials 
Prepared by Professor Hone) 

Attached to this memorandum are additional materials received from 

Professor Hone, draftsman for the Aseembly Select Committee on Revision 

of the Nonprofit Corporstions Code. The Commission requested that any 

materials produced by the Select Committee on Revision of the Nonprofit 

Corporations Code staff be provided Commission members for review. 

The attached materials are very tentative, and we do not plan to 

discuss them at a meeting at this time. However, if and when the staff 

of the Asaembly Select Committee produces a more or less finished draft 

of a nonprofit corporation statute, we plan to analyze the differences 

from the Commission's recommendation to help determine what changes, if 

any, the Commieaion may wish to make in its proposed legislation. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Nathaniel Sterling 
Asaistant Executive Secretary 
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November 23, 1976 

To: Members of the Bar Subcommittee on Nonprofit 
Corporations 

94117 

The enclosed material is for our November 29, 1976 
meeting. It consists of: 

a. Memorandum entitled "Approach to and Selected 
Problems in Drafting i Nonstock Corporations Code." This 
is the basic paper which we will address at our meeting, 
and presents a number of questions for Committee resolution. 
These are fundamental questions the resolution of which will 
govern much of what we do later. 

b. September memoranda, entitled "Introduction 
to Drafting a Nonprofit Corporations Code" and "A Sample 
of Particular Legislative Issues." This is included as 
background for those who were not present at the September 
meeting of the Corporations Committee. 

c. Reprints of two recent articles concerning 
profit making in nonprofit corporations. This is for the 
information of Committee members. 

We hope at this meeting to establish a firm basis 
upon which we can proceed expeditiously with this project. 
We look forward to your help and guidance. 

Sincerely, 

0ut~ M?c'£~el C. Hone 

'.:)+c\. 
Ira Hark Ellman 

Enclosures 
MCll, IME/geg 
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Approach To and Selected Problems 
in Drafting 

The Nonstock Corporations Code 

11/23/76 

Questions for Committee Resolution 

On the basis of the attached memo, we would like to 

obtain decisions from the Committee on the following issues: 

1. Should the code distinguish membership in char-

itable corporations from membership in non-charitable corpor-

ations? 

Recommendation: Yes. 

2. Should the code distinguish between the duties 

of directors in charitable and non-charitable corporations? 

Recommendation: Yes. 

3. Should the code require that charitable corpora-

tions state their public purpose in their articles? 

Recommendation: Yes . 

.4. Should some distinctions be drawn between 

various types of non-charitable corporations? 

Recommendation: See discussion on pages 10-13. 
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Our September memorandum should acquaint the 

Committee with some of the basic difficulties which we 

have to resolve in the course of this project. As ex-

plained in the Introduction to Drafting a Nonprofit Cor

porations Code, much of the problem results from the wide 

array of organizations which are formed under the present code. 

This memorandum lays out,for the Committee a basic dichotomy 

which may be adopted for drafting ~ new code: the distinction 

-between charitable and non-charitable nonstock corporations. 

We then suggest some basic policy questions regarding this 

distinction which have implications for the rest of the code. 

Finally, we outline some of the problems within each category 

which the Committee will confront during the project. 

A. Observations 

Under current law both charitable and non-charitable 

corporations may be formed under the General Nonprofit Corpor

ation Law; and the law does draw some fundamental distinctions 

between the two kinds of nonprofits. Charitables are sub-

ject to the supervision of the Attorney General; non-chari

tables are not. Non-charitables may distribute their assets 

upon dissolution to the members; charitables must transfer 

those assets to another charitable organization under rules 

analogous to the cy pres doctrine. Finally, case law makes 

clear that the directors of charitable corporations are sub

ject to some if not all of the fiduciary obligations ordinarily 
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applied to charitable trustees, while this heightened duty of 

care is not applied to the directors of a non-charitable non

stock corporation. Surprisingly, however, the code makes no 

attempt to distinguish between charitables and non-charitables 

for the purpose of internal governance questions. In our view, 

this is one of, if not the, principal conceptual deficiency of 

the current law which our revision needs to address. 

1. Non-charitables 

Most non-charitable nonstocks can be conceived 

of as mutual benefit organizations, formed to serve the 

personal interests of its membership. This characterization 

is probably accurate for groups as divergent as Mastercharge, 

the AAA, or a babysitting cooperative. In such an organization, 

the membership is essentially proprietary. The members own 

the corporation as reflected by their right to a pro rata 

distribution of any surplus upon dissolution; the organi

zation is created to serve their needs; and the policies 

of the directors may therefore be tested against the members' 

wishes. The activities of such an organization are defined 

principally by the desires of its members, who may even have 

made a capital contribution to it in the form of a high initia

tion fee, such as in a tennis club. As laid out more fully 

in the September memorandum, Introduction to Drafting a Non

profit Corporation Code, it is our general belief that the 

new nonstock code should generally follow the corporations 
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code is setting forth the relationship between such members 

and the corporation. That is to say, basic rules of corporate 

democracy, similar to those found in the corporations code, 

are appropriate to ensure that the directors represent the 

members' wishes and that fundamental changes in the corporation 

be prohibited without the consent of the members. Similarly, 

the fiduciary obligations of the directors -- the standard of 

care -- may be similar if not identical to the standard ap

plied to directors of a business corporation. As in a bus

iness corporation, it is principally 'the interests of the 

members that these fiduciary duties are designed to protect. 

2. Charitables 

Membership in a charitable corporation is entirely 

different, although often confused since those who contribute 

to charitable corporations are frequently called "members" as 

well. Yet, these persons have no personal interest in the 

charitable corporation by virtue of their contribution, which 

by definition is to support a public purpose and is not part 

of a private contractual exchange. They have no interests 

in the assets of the corporation, which is also dedicated to 

its public purpose, and would not be distributed to the members 

upon dissolution. Contributors may, of course, condition 

their contribution upon various restrictions giving rise to 

an enforceable trust obligation on the part of the directors 

who accept the contribution, but such an enforceable trust 

obligation arises entirely independently of the internal 
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governance structure of the corporation. Finally, the primary 

obligation of the directors is to the charitable purpose of 

the corporation, which they are under high fiduciary obligations 

to serve, rather than to the wishes of the contributors, al-

though, of course, they may feel a need to heed contributors' 

desires in order to compete successfully for contributions. 

Indeed, the very term "charitable corporation" is a:1 

anomaly and most of the learning developed over the years that 

aids our understanding of the role~ of directors and sharehold-

ers are largely irrelevant to it. The law of charitable trusts 

may be more helpful than corporate law in analyzing it. 

Most charitable corporations have no members.* The 

self-perpetuating board of directors is thus independent of 

any formal internal control in its policy decisions, although 

of course the Attorney General, and, under certain circumstances, 

particular private parties, may judicially enforce fiduciary 

obligations. In this sense the directors resemble the chari-

table trustee, who has similar independence combined with 

high fiduciary obligations, usually enforced, if at all, by 

the Attorney General. For example, self-dealing is ordinarily 

proscribed entirely, at least without prior judicial approval, 

and the Attorney General may act where the director trustees 

*As pointed out at the September meeting, current law allows 
nonprofits to be formed without members other than those serv
ing on the board, which is thus sel f-perpetua ting. \~hile the 
corporation thus technically has "members" -- those serving 
on the board -- the effect is that it has none in the sense of 
larger constituency to whom the board is responsible. 
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allow the funds to lie idle, without fulfilling the charitable 

purpose. (See, e.g., Lynch v. Redfield Foundation, 9 Cal.App.3d 

293 (1970).) Of course, the use' of funds for an otherwise worth-

while endeavor outside the scope of the corporation's charitable 

purpose is also prohibited, although judicial action may enlarge 

or change the charitable purpose under the cy pres doctrine. But 

so long as the trustee-director acts within the terms of the en

tity's charitable purpose, there is no one to question whether it 

would have been wiser to fund research on heart disease rather 

than cancer, or whether the funds would have been better given 

to researchers at Berkeley rather than Stanford, or to aid the 

poor in Oakland rather than San Francisco. 

That may well be as it should be. Certainly we would 

not want a governmental agency to review such decisions', and 

there is no private group whose interests require membership 

rights, at least l-lhere none have been held out to them. Donors 

may have rights arising from trust obligations that surround 

their gift, but these arise independently of the internal gov

ernance structure and do not relate to it. In any event, 

the law should not turn upon whether the charitable entity 

was a corporation or a trust. We thus conclude that there 

is certainly no problem created by the absence of members in 

a charitable corporation. 

This discussion, however, does focus attention on 

one point in which charitable corporations should probably be 

different than other kinds of nonstocks: they should be re-
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qui red to state in their articles of incorporation what their 

charitable purpose is. It could be quite narrow or quite broad, 

but even where broad it will serve to guide the conduct of the 

trustee-director. Those who wish to form a charitable corpor

ation with narrow purposes -- e.g., to fund research in Tay

Sachs disease only -- would want such a clause in any event, 

in order to keep the resources of the organization focused 

upon the object of their bounty. Those who desire to form a 

charitable corporation with breader objectives may have an 

analogous desire for such a clause, and in any event owe it 

to those contributing -- as well as to those with enforcement 

obligations, such as the Attorney General to make their 

intentions clear. We may further observe that the regulations 

issued under Section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code require 

identification of the charitable purpose in the entity's 

organic documents. More troublesome may be the question of 

how such a clause may be changed, or what enforcement possi

bilities it may give rise to. But we may reasonably conclude, 

however, that a charitable corporation, treated favorably 

under the law in a variety of ways, and governed by directors 

with unusual independence, ought at least to tell us what 

their charitable purposes are. 

B. Conclusions and Recommendations 

It is our view that since the concept of membership 

in charitable and non-charitable corpovations is so entirely 
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different, different provisions of the code should govern 

the relation of members of charitable and non-charitable 

corporations to the corporation, and further, for the sake 

of clarity and to prevent the creation of unreasonable ex

pectations, different names should be applied in the code to 

membership in a charitable corporation as opposed to a non

charitable corporation. One could, of course, preserve the 

use of the term "member" for one of these two basic groups. 

For example, one could continue to call the members of non

.charitable corporations "members", while referring to the 

membership of a charitable corporation as "subscribers." We 

believe, however, that it might be easier to continue the use 

of the term "member" for charitable corporations, while develop

ing a new term to apply to the membership of the non-charitable 

entity. Regardless of the terms ultimately used, however, we 

believe the code should have two separate sets of provisions 

governing membership in each of the two principal kinds of 

nonstocks. This probably represents the principal departure 

from current law which we are now prepared to recommend. 

Secondly, we conclude that the new code should pre

serve current law -- case law as well as statute -- insofar as 

it imposes a higher duty of care upon the directors of charitable 

corporations. Our principal contribution can be to clarify what 

has at times been a somewhat confused state of the law in this 

area. We will deal with this problem in connection with the 

chapter dealing with fiduciary duties. 
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Third, we recommend that charitable corporations be 

required to state their purpose in their articles, as discussed 

above. 

C. Some Problems 11hich Lie Ahead 

1. Membership rights for charitables 

Having concluded that membership rights in non

charitables need protection, but that members of chari tables 

have a lesser interest, we are still left with the problem of 

defining that interest. The problem is not without difficulty. 

As explained above, the memberless charitable corporation is 

rather easy to comprehend, because the directors may be treated 

for most purposes as charitable trustees. The addition of 

members to the governance system presents a puzzle which may 

be summarized by a single observation: those in control of a 

charitable owe their principal duties to its charitable purpose 

and are barred from using their position to advance their per

sonal interest. Yet while this high fiduciary standard can, 

at least in theory, be enforced in the case of director-trustees, 

it is difficult, if not impossible, to conceive of a mechanism 

by which it could be enforced in the case of the members of a 

charitable corporation. Business corporation law assumes that 

shareholders vote their private interests in corporate elections, 

and absent unusual circumstances generally involving those own

ing a controlling interest, no greater duty is imposed. This 

presents no problem in the business corporation, or in the non

charitable non stock corporation whose purpose is the advance-
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ment of member interests. But where a public purpose beyond 

member interests is the raison d'etre of the corporation, and 

the basis upon which it may receive contributions, the law can

not allow those with power within the corporation to exercise 

that power to further their personal goals. This is the es

tablished rule for director-trustees and their is no reason 

why it should not apply to members as well, to the extent that 

• 
they are afforded rights to determine basic questions of 

corporate policy, whether in voting on fundamental changes or 

for directors. 

There are basically two paths to resolution of this 

conflict: development of some plausible mechanism so that mem-

bers are no less likely to act in their own self-interest than 

director-trustees or adoption of rules which limit member rights, 

thus eliminating the problem. These are issues we will have to 

confront later. 

2. Memberless non-charitable corporations 

This presents the converse problem to that discussed 

above. A non-charitable nonstock corporation might be formed 

with no members other than its directors for a variety of 

reasons. If it is truly non-charitable, however, in all cases 

the directors-members have the right to all corporate assets 

on dissolution. 

1. It can be operated for the mutual benefit, 

whether economic, psychological or philosophical, of its directors 

or their affiliates. The mutual benefit may be economic as is 

the case of memberless trade associations or banks creating 
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cooperative facilities such as Mastercharge. In such a case 

the entity does not generate profits but serves to enhance the 

profits of organizations it serves. In the alternative, it 

may be a cooperative childcare facility formed and controlled 

by parents in need of childcare facilities, providing a social 

or educational benefit to the member-directors. In all such 

cases, the class of people for whose benefit the corporation 

has been formed is sufficiently small to allow all to partici

pate as directors, in a fashion analogous to closely held 

corporations. Thus, apart from the'size of its membership, such 

an organization appears to be no different from the archtypical 

non-charitable nonstock corporation. 

2. It can be operated in fact or ostensibly to serve 

the private interests of some broader group of people, such as 

homeowners, condominium owners in a particular area, automobile 

drivers, etc., even though the small group of founders retain con

trol. For example, current law would allow an organization such 

as AAA to organize itself so there were no members in the cor

porate law sense -- persons with internal governance rights 

other than, e.g., three board members. Those desiring maps 

road service; etc., would merely be customers. Such an or

ganization is neither a charitable nor a mutual benefit organ

ization, yet by its choice of the nons tack form purports to 

be organized for some purpose other than the private gain of 

those in control. 

3. It might carryon some. "quasi-charitable" pur

pose, in the sense that it offers no apparent economic benefit 
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to the controlling group and does provide a benefit to the pub

lic. For example, a wealthy patron of the arts might wish to 

create a corporate entity that will display his private collec

tion free to the general public for some limited period, after 

which the art will revert to his personal control. Where no tax 

advantages are sought or obtained by virtue of a claim that 

the endeavor is charitable, we may comfortably conclude that 

this is not a charitable corporation. 

Unique problems may arise when the nonstock form is 

used in the above ways. Type "1", for example, suggests 

that there may be some useful function to be served by pro

visions covering "closely held" nonstock corporations. It 

also suggests that there is no need to use the fiction that the 

directors are also "members." Type "2", on the other hahd, 

appears in substance to be a business corporation employing the 

nonstock form. One may ask whether such a corporation might not 

mislead its customers by trading upon the label "nonprofit." 

It may be a profit-making corporation effectively distributing 

its profits to those in control through compensation, perqui-

sites of office, or upon dissolution. If so, should special 

rules govern it? Should it be governed by the business corpor

ation law? If not, what different policy considerations, if 

any, should apply to it other than those applicable to normal 

business corporations? Type "3" suggests that we may wish to 

consider whether all corporations organized for a public pur

pose ought to be subject to some or all of the rules governing 

charitable corporations. 
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We are interested in the committee's thoughts as 

to whether special statutory treatment is required in these 

cases, and, if so, what it should be. 
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LRC Correlation Table for Chapter 2 

This compilation may be used to look up a section 
of the Select Committee draft in order to find the comparable 
Law Revision Commission section. Note that this correlation 
references the LRC's tentative recommendation of July 26, 1976, 
and of course would not reflect any changes which the LRC may 
make after their consideration of comments. 

Section 5210. LRC also follows current law and 
provision 5210 is thus substantially identical. Of course, 
here as in all other sections the LRC does not distinguish 
between "members" and "participants." 

Section 5220. LRC Section 5220, 5221 and 5222 
are the analogous provisions. They differ in that they drop 
the requirement for acknowledgement as being useless, and 
Section 5220 of their draft is phrased in the passive, thus 
avoiding the identification of those people who may form a 
corporation. LRC thus eliminates the concept of "incorpora
tors. II' 

Section 5221. The analogous LRC Section 5211 fol
lows existing law, which means among other things that it is 
framed in terms of purpose rather than formation. It also 
preserves the existing superfluous language identifying var
ious unincorporated associations which may be formed such 
as societies, libraries, etc. It also retains the vesting 
language of the current law without further elaboration or 
aid. 

Section 5222. The LRC places this language in its 
Division Four; its version of subdivision (b) refers only to 
use of the term "charitable." LRC §14512(b). 

Section 5230. See LRC §5250. The LRC makes no 
attempt to draw the distinctions suggested by our section, 
although they do require charitable corporations to so 
identify themselves. 

Section 5231. The LRC locates this differently, in 
Article Five of their draft of Chapter ~vo, consisting of 
Sections 5250 through 5252. Their version departs fairly 
substantially from the Corporations Code draft, although not 
always on matters of real substance. Thus they have a separate 
provision on service of process in their Division Four and do 
not require initial designation in the articles. They do 
require that the articles contain the names and addresses of 
the initial directors, which our version, like the CC, does 
not require since it allows the incorporators to take what
ever actions are necessary until directors are named. Nor 
does the LRC version contain any provision regarding dif
ferent classes of membership. 



Section 5232. The analogous LRC provisions are their 
Sections 5252 and525l. They only require three specific items 
to be stated in the articles to be effective: a limit on dur
ation, a limit on the activities or powers of the corporation, 
and the provision allowing creditors to vote in the election of 
directors. Note that this last provision is apparently appli
cable to nonprofit corporations by virtue of the incorporation 
by reference of current Corporations Code Section 306. The 
LRC deals with assessments of members and special qualifications 
for membership in the bylaws, and it also allows the corpora
tion broad discretion to determine its voting rules in its bylaws. 

Section 5233. It is unclear where the LRC has this 
section. 

Section 5234. The LRC drops this provision, since 
they require the designation of dir~ctors in the articles. 

Section 5240. LRC Section 5230 is the analogous pro
vision, and it also departs from the Corporations Code draft 
in its organization, probably for the same reasons. They have 
a provision expressly allowing the corporation to deal in its 
memberships. It is phrased broadly to include "other secur
ities," and replaces our subdivision (a) (4). They do not 
place here the provision on issuing certificates evidencing 
membership; but they do retain a provision we have deleted 
empowering the corporation to act as a trustee. 

Section 5241. 
Section 5233, although 
divisions (b) and (d). 

This section is analogous to the LRC 
they have no counterparts to our sub-

Section 5242. This section correlates with LRC 
provision 5234; their section is different and is apparently 
derived from Section 26 of the model code. It lists a variety 
of things under the exception clause beyond the two that we 
list and phrases them somewhat differently. 

Section 5243. The basic LRC ultra vires section is 
5231, but it is framed with language that is quite different 
from the Corporations Code version which we adopt. The LRC 
version is framed in the affirmative -- that is, it sets forth 
the situations in which the limitation may be asserted rather 
than those in which it may not. In substance, their version 
probably comes out the same in the end, although their dif
ference in phrasing would appear to create unnecessary un
certainty. 

Section 5244. Their version, Section 5232, is quite 
different. It would appear to apply to any nonprofit corpora
tion holding assets in charitable trust regardless of whether 
the issue in question arises as a breach of that trust or not. 



Section 5250. The analogous LRC provision is Section 
5260 which is somewhat different from our section; again, of 
course, they do not distinguish between members and partici
pants. 

Section 5251. There is no analogous provision in 
the LRC to subdivision (a) or (b); Section 5261 is analogous 
to subdivision (c) although it does not list the various matters 
which may be put in the bylaws but states merely that they may 
contain any provision not in conflict with the law or the articles. 
The LRC then goes on to have a series of sections relating to by
laws on particular subjects which authorize various provisions 
that may be contained in them. Section 5262 is on members, 
5263 of their version is on members as well, 5264 is on voting 
rights, 5265 is on meetings, and 5266 is on directors, officers 
and committees. 

Section 5252. The analogous LRC provision is Section 
5267, which is the same in substance. 

Finally, the LRC has a provision -- §5268 -- which 
states that unless there is specific authorization to the 
contrary in the code, a provision authorized to be included 
in the bylaws will be effective only if adopted in the bylaws 
or the articles. This is a new section which would change 
existing law and which the LRC thinks is necessary in order 
to insure that these various matters are adopted with the. 
formality required of bylaws. The LRC feels that the section 
would not abrogate the judicially developed rule of de facto 
bylaws, although it would appear certain that it would create 
some confusion in this regard. 
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Profit in Not-for-Profit Corporations: 

The Example of Health Care 

AMITAI ETZIONI 

PAMELA DOTY 

In the course of the recen\.nursing home investigations, the thesis 
has repeatedly been advanced that a majQt source of the abuses uncovered is the 
provision of care by proprietaries (i.e" for-profit corporations). While in most 
human services s,ectors proprietary institutions account for only a small per· 
centage of those providing services (e,g" only 1) percent of hospitals' and an 
even smaller percentage of schools), about 77 percent of the nursing homes in 
the Unlted States are proprietary." In response to the scandals. a solution more 
and more frequently proposed is to phase out the proprietaries and require all 
nursing homes to be run on a "voluntary" (not-for-profit) basis." Similarly, 
when abuses have COme to light in other service area5-<!.8., in proprietary cor
respondence schools. for-profit abortion·referral services. and the minority of 

1 American Hosphal AS$Oci.tion, Hospital Statistics (Chicago, 1971), pp. la-n • 
• Nur.u., !10m< Cu. In tI .. Uniua SUI.... £.Ulu .. ill Puh!i< P-Dliq, ml<odudo'!l R.cporl 

(Wa.hinglOn, D,C" No".mber '974), p. u. 
S Thi •• uggestion hill bten mld~ DY New York A,,~blyman Andrew ,. Sttln, chairman of 

the N~w York Statt Temporary Sialt Commis.ion on Living Co,,, and the Econom.y, which 
InVHdsated nur.ing home,; an ."embly of the Colden Ring Council of Senior Citizen. Clubt; 
and a seriC'S of expert wltnesus ttstifyhlg before the Ntw York State Asstmblyt. Heallh Com
mill", s .. The Ncw York Time,. F.bruary 17, March '9, and Aprilu, 197}. 

AMITAI ETZIONI i. prof ... or of .ocioIolY in Columbia Uni"."ilY and dirtClo, of Ih. C.nler 
for Policy R ..... ch. Hi. book. Indud. Th • ... c.iv. 5.,i"111 A Comp.roliv. Anolll.i. 0/ Compl"t 
Org.niulion. (recently revl.ed); and $od.1 Probl,m •• PAMELA DO'I"Y I. a r .... rch •• soci .... , 
.he C.n •• , 10' Policy R ...... h and a dono .. 1 .andidal' In socio"", AI Columbia Uni","ity, 
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,,-
hospitals which are profit making-there has been a call to place these human 
services under the exclusive domain of ihe not-far-profit corporations.' 

A closer look at current regulation of the financial dealings of not-for-profit 
corporations suggests, however. that a decision to bar for-profit corporations in 
the human services would not suffice to eliminate profit-making .buses. The 
reason is that omissions. ambiguities, and loopholes in the laws and ~gulations 
governing not-Cor-profit corporations presently make it possible for the trustees 
and slaff· of not-far-profit corporations to engage in a variety of financial prac
tices which bring them personal profits over and above fees. salaries. and fringe 
benefits due them for work performed. The practices in question are not those 
generally tenned "frlu,d," i.e., kickbacks, double billing,· charging for services 
neVer performN. etc., which are clearly illegal whether they are practiced in 
for-profit or not-far-profit corporations. Rather we refer to forms of profit making 
which are at odds wilh the underlying rationale of not-far-profit corporations, 
not as currently written in existing laws and regulations but as widely held and 
understood as legitimale expectations by members of iIOCiety. Examples of these 
abuses of not-far-profit status constitute the body of this article. . 

We cannot stress sufficiently that the celltral thesis of this presentation is 
not that we have established the frequency with which abuses occur in not-for
profit corporations, a subject whic:h would require monumental investlgative 
efforts, but that we have identified the major Iypes of abuses which occur, lind 
outlined the way. 10. c"rbthem. Note, though, that the cases of abuse reported 
below are not hypothelical and the incidents are sufficient in number to lead one 

. to estimte that whatever the frequency of such abuses. they are not so rare or 
trivial that they can bnafely ignored. 

PROFIT MAKINC IN A NOT-FOR,PROFIT CORPOIIAnoN: A DEFlNmoN 

What kinds of reforms are needed? To answer this we need first to clarify what 
constitutes profit making in a not-for-profit corporation and why it is consid
ered illegitimate. The definition we propose draws on the conception of what 
not-for-profit cOlporaliolls are expected to be by the public at large and commun- • 
ity leader5--i.e., by the nonnative consensus prevalent in society, In essence, we 
propose a deCinition which, if adopted in state and federal statutes would prod 
not-for-profit corporations to operate according to the public·minded; lespon
.iblt, and conflict-free interest standards Ihat the society's mores ascribe to and 
expect of them.' 

, . ·."·I .... '1! •. · ;' :>'.: ,;.';/':," • See. lor .umpl ..... lImony by Albert Shlnk.r, pre.id.nt of the Am.rican Fed.rl.lon of 
· ; ":' :.;.~~li· TelChers, urains Con ..... , to exclude profit-mlking day-eire (enters under legillation to 
':' ...... , ...• ; ... :~:;;! provide new led.ralt"PJIOR to prts.hool progrlms. Th. Ntw York Tim ... lune 6, '975. 
· . \ ....;~ t?.,:~ • A men. disaotfiOll ,"hIM mor .. WI. highligh •• d durin8 ch.ns .... in .h. '"X llw, gov-: . .r~.fJ>.~ emIn& "",,,,, •• ion •• The .......... Ion. ,.Iied· on th ... _, .. 10 .r .... lor rholr ;ilh. to .-

• ' •• :~" , -.. ,11111' .o.l ....... f'i"iIoa'" See. for in ........ AI ... Piper, U .... __ • of rho Law 
• ... ';.'_:(. aM lit Elf.... .... - F •• n4.'I .... an4 , .. T •• R.,.,... Aa 0' .", (Now Yalk. -'--.' .. , ,1..4 ..... LoiI. _____ .::::;;.=-=:.:::::..::"O;; 

PROFtT IN NOT-rOR-PIlOFiT COIlPORATIONS I -OS 

The essence of the not-for·profit organizational structure is that .the pecuniary 
interests of the trustees and staff be decoupled from the rises and falls in the 
output and income of the corporation. This. in tUm, allows them to concentrate 
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on the public or client needs, without concern that this will affect their income. 
A conflict of interest between trustees and staff on the one hand and the public 

;and clients on the other is basically avoided by paying the trustees and staff 
salaries. wages. or fees no/ dependent on the client's payments, and by disallow. 
ing compensation for ownership and capital investment.· This is the reason ; 
these corporations have no stockholders and pay no dividends, and their trus- I 
tees receive only nominal compensation or none at all. I 

Our central thesis is that existing laws and regulations governing not-for· I 
profit corporations are insufficient to safeguard the underlying legitimate pur- ! 
pose of these corporations. For instance, the HEW guidelines for not-for-profit ! 
corporations, elaborated over sixty-five pages. define a not-for-profit corporation f 
as one "which is not organized primarily for profit and which uses all income I 
exceeding cOSts to maintain, improve, and! or expand its operations.'" The I 
tenn "primarily" leaves open the door to profit making (if it is not "primary") 
and the question, how much is "not primarily"-lO. ;to. or 40 percent? ! 
. That this ambiguity is not a hypothetical One is illustrated in Arlalea. Lineal , 
Inc. 1948 v. U.S .• • where a federal district. court ruled that a commercial 
pathology laboratory was a not-for-profit corporation for federal lax purposes. 
because aside from its highly lucrative pathology services to various hospitals. it 
provided training to high school and medical students . .. , 
formed for a purpose not involving pecuniary gain to its shareholders or mem
bers, paying no dividends or other pecuniary remuneration, direcdy Or indirectly 
to its shareholders or members as such, and having no capital stock ... • The 
Georgia code states" 'nonprofit corporation' means a corporation no part of the 
income or profit of which is distributable to its members, directors or officers."'o 

As we see it. the intentions of those who furmed the corporation is not a suffi
cient criterion. as even if their purpose.s were pure of any profit considerations, 
later they-or those who succeed them-may change their minds. However. 
the main difficulty is with the concept of no distribution of income. As the 
staff is being paid and not working as volunteers. it is necessary to detennine 

'970). tsp. p. 43; Eli Ginsburg .t .1 .. Th. Plu,alistic Economy (Now York, '965); .nd w.ld.· 
mar A. Ni.ls.n, Th. Big fo.ndolion, (New York, 197')' p. )691f.· 

a It (Joes not follow that in profit-making corporation., '~f Ind all increase in .h~ amount 
or quality of .ervice i. viewed by owners or employee. ,If :"'·101 •• " To the extent that it in ... 
ereasef revenue. it may inert,ut profit. Howfver, II eaci\' PO'-'I the ownerl and employees 
mUir e.timate to what eXtent such improvement in .ervices· •• in line with th,i, intern" or in 
conflict. Thi. con.ideration. in prinCiple, don not exile in not .... or-prot'it corporarion •. 

t A Guld.,.r Non.Profi, ,."i,ytlo., (Waohi"l_ D.C. Auallll"74). p •• ,. 
I)" f. Supp. 111 (W. D. Ark. '97)) • 
IN. M. ".,. Ann. ,,'-04-" (',n) . 
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where their income is a reasonable com~nsation [or work or services ren
d.red, nnd where it exceed. this level and becomes but a veiled form of profit 
making. Th. cited codes do not covenhis issue, nor does the often cited IRS 
ro?e: "no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private 
sltar.holder orindividual:'" Th. notion of a lIet a~ definition of profit, as de
rived from the difference of expenditures and revenue, is borrowed from profit
making corporations. In a not-for-profit corporation, illicit gains are made by 
the staff and tru.tees, we shall see, when expenditures are smaller, equal to, Or 
larger than reVl!nues-i.e., even when there is riC! "net" at all. Our definition 
attempts to get at Ihis marter by defining explicitly what distributions are al
lowed: a not-for-profit corporation will provide 10 persons associated with it 
(such as trustees,managers, staff, and employees) no benefits apart from reason
able and customary fees, salaries, and fringe benefits. To put it differently: 
while the existing definitions cited above are "exclusive" or "negative" in the 
Sl!nse that they characterize wh~t may not. be done, ours is "inclusive" or "posi
tive" in the sense that il defines which allotments are proper. Of course Ihe two 
definitions may be combined. 

Barriers to Perception of the Problem 

That the statutory language pertaining 10 not-far-profit corporalions has for so 
long remained imprecise seems to stem in part from the strength of the philan
thropic tradition in America and the trust long placed in the unselfish mOllv.
lions o[ those associated with not-far-profit corporations. By and large the public 
and government have been content to allow a large measure of self-regulation 
to not-for-Drofit inuitntinnc fire .. b ............. L ___ :-~&! .... -~~--- - • •• Slift'e 
by members of respected profession. who <iaim allegiance to a service ethic 
which requires placing the interest of the client above all other considerations, 
and second, because those who serve on the boartls of trustees of not-for-profit. 
Institutions are generally among the community'. leading citizens. It has been 
oEten argued in the past that pressure from professional peers, as wen as the re
spectability assured by'. board of directors should be sufficient to curb unethical, 
practices that mighl deYl!lop. As one author put it: 

The image of a nonprofit carries With it a halo of probity in a capitalist soc\ety; one 
imagine. the gende admini.trator of a church-owned nursing home who'. spend. 
hi. time in good works for the benefit of his patients, rather than in calculating new 
ways to beat the government.'. 

Finally, it is probable that, until recendy, when a large infusion of govern
ment funds began to rivoland tnen surpass charitable contributions as a major 
source of suppOrt for not-for.profit corporations, there were fewer opportunities 
10 exploit the law's laxities. Now that a high proportion of the income oE not-

n Stctloll $0' (e) (,), .,,.latomlll.evonue Sorvl" Code. 
II Ma'Y Adeloid. M.ndeIMa. T",4., ,.,./", G, •• " (Now York, ."..), p. "'S. 

'" 

for-profit corporations, such a. voluntary hospitals, "private" college., and not
for-profit nursing homes, is derived from taxpayers' funds, the question of proper 
use of the funds has gained in scope and significance. 

In addition, the generallenor of the society seems to be one of growing ethical 
laxity and weakening of core values, which questions a reliance on the motiva
tion of the staff and the reputation of the trustees, and increases the. need for 
reliance on law, regulation, and enforcement. It is not that these regulatory 
mechanisms can suffice without ethical backing; but especially in period. in 
which the ethical base has to be shored up, Ihe fewer temptations that are left 
by the regulatory mechanism, the less burden the ethical base has to carry. 

The incidents or "cases" or actual occurrence of profit making in not-for
profit corporations cited below were not uncovered by us; rather we have culled 
them from a variety of SOurces including congressional and state investigatory 
testimony and staff reports, as well as published arid unpublished accounts by 
others. Our contribution is to bring together the various abuses reported here and 
there as "cases," analyze them as being of four main types, and suggest ways 
to deal with them. Although the example. cited come from the health field, we 
suggest that the underlying issues are the same for all not-for-profit corporations, 
be they educational, social, charitable, or otherwise. . 

FoulI. AVENUES FOR PROFIT MAXINe IN NOT-FOR-PII.OFIT CORPORATIONS 

Staff Income Tied to Entrepreneurship Rother than to Work 

In many voluntary hospitals several medical specialists, pathologiSts, and radiol-
•• • I • II , I ! __________ .. : __ !_ .. L_ l ___ t __ L ___ _ 

of their department's gross or net income. A 1959 survey of 2434 American hos
pitals found that approximately 70 percent of radiologists; 4S percent of patholo
gists; 49 percent of physicians specializing in EKG, BMR, and related readings; 
22 percent of specialists in physical medicine; 19 percent of internists; and 14 
percent of anaesthesiologists earned their income exclusively from such a "per
centage of the take."" A 1969 study found that 46 percent of pathologists and 
60 percent of radiologists practicing at the hospitals surveyed were paid a per
centage of their department's income." A "972 survey, based on a comparable 
universe of hospitals (N = 1798) found S2 percent of pathologiSts and 62 
percent of radiologists receiving their remuneration in' the form of a percentage 
of departmental income." 

For many years, acceptance by a pathologist of a salaried position in a hospital 
was grounds for expulsion from the College of American Pathologists, although 
exemptions were allowed for government-run and university hospitals. Fol-

II Milton I. Roemor and Jay W. Frlodman, D.".,. in Ho.plt." (alhimo,., '97')' p. 6S. 
"C. M. aegolo, P. J. Phillip. Ind M. Willilmo. "Halpital Spedllio. CampenolliaN PIln.:· 

HO'p/I.I., ~6 (Aprll.6, 197')' 81. 
II Robert M. Billcely, "Haopitll Phy.ldlno: How Th.y Art Plid Ind How Much," M.d"" 
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luwing Q Justice Dt'pnrllnent suit chnrlJil:;: "munopollSIIc prnclices." a consent 
deer •• was Issued in 1967 whereby the Collelle of American Pathologists agreed 
to d.lete this rule. Nevertheless. some hosphal.dministntors contend th.t strong 
pressure is still exerted informally to maintain percent of revenue as the domi
nant mode of reimbursement.'· As a result. according to one observer. a heart 
surgeon and medical consult.nt. a situation has developed where pathologists of 
equal qualifications will work for $28.000 to $40.000 salaries in university hos
pitals. while those working in general hospitals under percent-of-revenue 
schemes can urn $200.000 and more. IT 

A recent General Accounting Office sludy of compensation arrangements 
for pathology and radiology specialists at seventeen hospitals in Washington. 
D.C.. and Missouri found that the nine pathologists with percentage-of-gross 
arrangements earned an average of $80.000 over annual periods ending between 
April and December 1972. In contrast, the four pathologists earning salaries 
aver.ged $26,000." 

Why do we hold that these arrangements. known in the for-profit corporations 
as "profit sharing:' are incompatible with the basic concept of not-for-profit 
corporation.? Because as long as the income of the staff rises as more services 
are rendered. the motivation to provide the service may not be Ihe needs of the 
client or public. but the desire of the provider to increase his or her income. 
O"erutilization tends to result. causing both unnecessary financial burdens on 
the client and taxpayer. and unnecessary health risks which medical Interven
tions entail. 

When the income. of the staff is tied to provision of fewer services, the 
site _. . . 

... _ •• -0-'" -_ .... _. separating the income of the prOVider from 
the needs of the client. Thus. in some not-for-profit Health Maintenance Or
ganizations (HMO's) physicians receive a bonus. above their salary, calculated 
as a percentage of the organizations' net surplus. The fewer services rendered, 
the higher the surplus, all other things being equal. II 

Writing in the New Ellgland IOllrnal of Medicine. Dr. Robert W. Geist noted 
that HMO incentive bonuses are conceptually quite similar to fee-splitting or 
rebate arrang_ belween phySicians and other providers to whom they may 
refer patients or from whom they may order services." The principal difference 
between such arrangements among providers-which have traditidnally been 

1. "Now they UH Ihe velvet glove apprOAch," Ric-hard M. Loughery, administrator, Wash .. 
InS.on Medical Cen'er I. quo.ed as .aying In T1 .. Washlng'o. Po". Novllllb.r 1. 1972• 

lT Dr. John Cm •• pi •• heart .urs"on. ibid, 
II Soc 'he Comptroller C .... r.l of th. Uniled S.a .... "A Propo.al lor Disclosure of COIl

trlctual and Financia. Arrlnaemcnt. between HOlpital. Ind Members of Their Governin •. 
Boordt and Ho'pitato .and Th.lr Medical Specl.li ... :· 11",0" 10 Ihl Co.g, ... (Wa.hlnatotl, 
D.C~ April )0. '97'" p. 'J. 

'Olllny S.hwar .... TIt. C ... fo, Am"i ... Mldlcine (New York. 1972'. p. "77. 
IO Roberl W. C_ ~'i'" Bonu ... in Prcpoymml Plan.:' N ... !nll.nd 100m.1 01 

Mftld .... 2'1 ..... ,.'" ....... 1974',1)07. 
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held unethical by the profession and often illegal by government-and HMO 
incentive bonuses is that the fonner give physicians a financial reward for pre
scribing additional services while the latter reward them for withholding Ser
vices. 

The Anlerican Medical Association House of Delegates recently adopted a 
rePOrt by its Judicial Council stating. "compensation gear.d nol to the quality of 
services but to the extent that physicians can k.ep the medical. surgical or hos
pitalization rate of a particular group of subscribers below Ii predetermined le"el 
is not in the best interests of the public or the medical profession. ".. The 
council warned that this mode of payment "introduces a financial incentive that 
may interfere with the physician's obligation to place his patient's welfare fitst. 
In cases of doubt. deliberate or otherwise. the incenlive may tip the scale 
againstlhe patient's welfare ...... . 

Nevertheless, the AMA has nOt taken th. position that it considers suchar
rangemems unethical and hence does not prohibit its members from participat
ing in them. Governmenlagencies are very favorable to HMO's because they are 
said to be more economical than other arrangements. Our point is not to ask 

. here if cost-saving or patient services should take precedence; some bal.ncing 
of health needs and costs is clearly necessary. Our point is that where the Slaff 
has a financial stake in the services rendered or 110/ rendered. this should not be 
hidden under the umbrella of a not-far-profit corporation. Let the patient choose 
to be served by a profit-making corporation or in a 'not-for-profit one; but Ihe 
patient looking for on. free of this form of conflict of interest should not end up 
being subject to it. It is not a matter of informing people that profit making takes 

in -_. ,-- ___ f:.. -------... !--- ,,-- .L __ • 1 _____ •••• L_ •• L ________ .... : __ !_ .. _" 

an approach which would make them better informed but also leave them with
. out a clear choice; the point is that by keeping the not-for-profit corpora.ions 
clear of profit. the public's choice will be protected. 

Attempts have been made to try to deal with the matter through "disclosure" 
rather Ihan by regulations. An April 30, 1975, General Accounting Office re
port to the Congress stated: 

In view of cOncern over high medical costs and the monopoly po.ition of patholo
gists and radiologists at many hospitals •• he public should be informed of methods 
used to determine pa.ient charge. for X-Ray and laboratory .ervices and the ex.ent 
that specialists can determine their own income.2a 

The GAO recommends that consideration be given to amending the Social 
Security Act Amendments to require hospitals to disclose their contra"ual ar
rangements with affiliated physicians in order to be eligible for participation 
in publicly funded programs.t • Presently (1) such disclosure is neither required 

II "HMO Bonu. Policy Allail.d." Am"i ••• Mldie.' N""., 17. no. I) (Doc""ber 9.1974'. .1 Ibid. 
II Comptroller CeneraL Rep.". p. '7. 
.. Ibid •• p .••• 
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nor commonly practiced, and (2) if intfbduced would not provide the patients 
with a clear choice, because then profit making would be practiced both in for
profit and not-far-profit hospitals. Ii seems ID us that limiting profit-sharing 
schemes ID profit-making hospitals and other health service facilities is a more 
proper solution. 

University of Pittsburgh Health Law Professor Nathan Hershey has suggested 
. that perhaps geuing a percentage of gross .or net income arrangements are a 

case of "necessary evil" if we are to have the services of specialists who wish 
to maintain the practitioner's professional autonomy .. Exploitative arrange
ments can, however, be prevented, he argues, by providing the hospital's attor
ney with a projection of the volume 1ikl!ly to be generated within the various 
hospital departments and having the attorney Set a percentage of return to be 
not different from what the physicians would have received from a salary plus 
fringe benefits. If, in addition, there were greater restrictions on the tests or 
services classified as routine by the hospital's medical staff for all, or some cate
gories, of patients, thereby reqUiring specific orders from the patient's own 
physician for performance of many tests and services, an increased potential 
for control over unnecessary teSts and services, which increase specialists' in
come based On departmental revenue, could be athieved. 

As we see it, the idea of the aUlDnomoUs professional is just as readily upheld 
by fee-for-service compensation as by gaining a percentage of a department's 
income. While we agree thadee-for-service can also be abused, and hence would 
prefer that physicians be salaried, we suggest that its potential for profit-making 
abuse can be more readily controlled than that of percentage-of-income arrange
ments for several reasons. 

arrangements is particularly difficult. For one thing, the 
volume of services a hospital specialty department has may change considerably 
oVer time, due to overall growth of the hospital, changes in the population of 
the area, and many other "irrelevant" reasons. Thus, gradually, a formula 'that 
originally provided a reasonable income to the specialists may become more and 
more lucrative, perhapt even outlandishly so. At this point, it will be quite 
difficult for the hoSpital to attempt to negotiate a lower percentage CUt for the 
specialists. Second, it is very difficult to determine when a service is and when it 
is not "necessary" and hmce, we hold that it is best not to generate motivation 
to oversupply or undersupply a service. This would curb the need .. to evaluate 
them. Nor can service initiation be limited to the patient's own physician (o£ten 
an internist) and not be allowed to a specialist: nor is it reasonable to expect 
internists to curb their specialized, often more prestigious colleagues. 

RelU/lltory imp/iellliOn. 

Ihan salary or fee for seroice. Physicians like to maintain the legal posture 
that they are not working for the hospital but are only "using" its facilities. We 
propose that, though a one time or occasional use (such as that of a consultant) 
may be deemed use by an outsider, persons who utilize a hospital regularly and 
continuously, as most physicians do, should be considered staff for the purposes 
of this regulation and be prohibited from contracting to provide their own (or 
others') services on a for-profit basis as well as from operating hospital depart
ments as private profit.making concessions. 

Self-Dealing 

Self.dealing refers to business transactions in which the same persons (or their 
kin) appear on both sides of the transaction, once as the staff or trustee of a 
not-far-profit corporation, once as a profit-making provider of goods or service 
to the other side. (the not-for-profit corporation). 

In 1972 a number of practices of this sort were reported in Washington, 
D.C:s largest not-far-profit hospital, the Washington Medical Center. A member 
of the administrative staff in charge of data processing had decided that the 
existing facilities at the hospital for billing, keeping track of patient records, 
and accounting through the hospital's computer were inadequate. His solution 
was to hire an outside for-profit firm to furnish these services, and he selected 
one he had started himself-with the help of a $50,000 deposit from the hos
pitaL The hospital administrator received stock in the new company free of 
charge; five other top administrators of the hospital bought stock at $1.00 a , 

- £ • • - • • , .• 1 __ '_'_ +-

trators disposed oftheir stock. In 1974, however, when the General Accounting 
Office included the Washington Medical Center in a review of self-dealing tran
sactions in nineteen hospitals, it found that four hospital officials and several rel
atives of another official owned stock in the same computer firm; a physician 
employed by the hospital provided consultant services to the firm; and the 
firm's president was a hospital consultant and a member of the hospital's action 
committee." The GAO also found that it was not until mid-1973 that the i 
Washington Medical Center requested competitive bids for computer serviees. 
According to the hospital administrator the other bids were not comparable 
with the present firm's services for a number of reasons; thus the hospital de
cided to continue retaining the firm's services for twelve to eighteen months, 
during which time a "more specific request for bids would be developed."" 
The GAO report concluded that the overlapping interests of the hospital offieers 
with the firm were likely to continue to give the firm an advantage over poten-
tial competitors. . 

In addition, at this same hospital, the official in charge of managing the in-

Since, in our view, "prolit sharing" as on the part of phYSicians associated with 
not-far-profit health fullilics is in cO,nflict with the very concept of a "not- II rh. W .. hinB,on Po.'. Octubt, ,1,1972. 
fot-profit" corporat_ we suggest /I revision of the /1I1D e01lering not-for·prefit •• eo ... ,uon., Cen.,.I, A"..". pp. H· 
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~""''''''~''''''''. """"'"I-. ... ____ ... ____ 1> t1ftU:6 gn liig (heUl al.--:-:::::::: .... ·: .. -
overprescribe), a practice Ihal was invesligaledseveral years ago by Ihe Senate 
Monopoly and Anti-Trust Committees, and which the AMA debated but avoid
ing condemning.·' 

The results of a recent California Auditor General's Office investigation of 
inexplicably high COIlS charged to Medicaid by a number of not-far-profit pre
paid health plans can Hrve .s a warning signal. In eight of thirteen not-for
profit prepaid health plans reViewed, officers or directors were found to have 
formed profit-making partnerships or associations which sold various sup, 
plies to the not-far-profit prepaid health plan, thereby enabling these individ
ual. to make personal profilS from what was ostenSibly a not-for-prof!t opera
tion. The report went on to note that .the complex administrative ~tructure 
created by these interlocking firms made it difficult for the state to determine 
. what percentage of it5 payments actually went for. patient services and what 

•• TM W.,hl.,'on P.", October )1. 197', 
II Ibid., Octollor 30, 197" 
to Th. N .... Yo,k TI", .. , A...., $, 197J. 
'1 New York 51 ... Dep ......... at Holah, ·An Oudine of Chansins Trmd.ln Own.ohlp and 

0pe,,,1=- of H.II!h Facilidellllll .",1 ... • (New York, April,,, '!lT1). 
U ....... iI.' ... 7(""IfIItl,u.160. ... 

~., 
"f " _ 'NI'''' '~. rl I 11'1 l;q;~~'If.'t.\<il:.' c:~:··:; 
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percentage went into executive salaries and other components of administrative 
overhead.·' 

In California, the practice of self-dealing has recently come into question 
in connection with the new wave of Heallh Maintenance Organizations. Cur
rently most HMO's are not-far-profit corporations. There are at present, however, 
few legal obstacles barring not-for-profit HMO's from becoming chiefly shells 
for a myriad of for-profit corporations. According to California Assemblyman 
John T. Knox, "The notion that prepaid health plans are operated by non-profit 
corporations is nothing but fiction, a fiction that has worked directly contrary 
to the original goal of the prepaid health plan as a means of reducing the cost of 
health-care delivery."·' In testimony before the Senate Permanent lnvesliga
tions Subcommittee, Dr. Lester Breslow, dean of the School of Public Health al 
the University of California at Los Angeles and former health director of the 
state, said that many Health Maintenance Organizations, though oSlensibly not 
for profit, siphoned most of their state and federal funds into subsidiary profit
making corporations." Dr. Bruce R. Frome testified cOl)cerning California's sec
ond largest· prepaid health plan, Marvin Health Services, Inc., which he had 
helped to found. He acknowledged that most of the state and federal money 
received by the not-far-profit Marvin Health Services was turned over to a 
profit-making subsidiary called American Health' Maintenance Organiu
tion, Inc., which was owned by doctors and other health professionals associated 
with Marvin Health Services. Marvin Health Services, located in the Watts sec
tion of Los Angeles, had received $7 million, of which $4.2 million Went to ae!- . 
mjjllsuilfivecosts and prolits-:'" 

The most comprehensive study of "self-dealing" in not-far-profit health fa
cilities to date is a General Accounting Office survey of "overlapping business 
interests" of key hospit·al employees and members of hospital governing and 
advisory boards. Nineteen hospitals were studied: five not-far-profit and one 
profit-making hospital in the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area and thirteen 
not-far-profit hospitals in the cities or metropolitan areas of Kansas City, St. 
Louis, and Springfield, Mo. At the Missouri hospitals, only overlapping inter
ests involving governing or advisory board members, not those involving em
ployees, were investigated. At seventeen of the nineteen hospitals "over
lapping interests" were found." Of these, 

'4 had at least 1 board member usociated with a bank or investment or lq:al 

33 Testimony from California Auditor C~ncr.I'. office represented by Cerald Haw •• and 
Robert Chrfflophel belote Ihe United Stare. Senate Special Committee on ASina concemins 
"Medicaid-Hom. H.alth Car. a.sul.tion," (W •• hinaton. D.C, Octobt, 2', 197J), pp. 
9-10 • 

ac Medic.' C." Rt1>i<w, ,2, no. 4 (April 197J), 373-)74. 
·'Ibld • 
"Ibid. 
If Camplrol .... Ceneral,IIIp.", p. ). 
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In.ur.nce coonpanles; 14 hospllnl. h.d bon,d onemb ... assOdaled will, VAriOUI olh., 
O,on. doing busine •• wilh the hospilAI." 

At one St. Louis not-far-profit hospital, len of the (if teen board members had 
overlapping interests with twelve different companies, primarily banks in which 
rhe ho~pital had accounts or which managed its pension funds Or investments. 
In addirion, however, rhe hospital did .$934,000 worth of business in 197

2 wirh utiliries, conglomera res, or manufacturing firms wirh which its trustees 
were associated." Again, noting the unfair competitive advantage that could 
result from "overlapping interests" between board members or staff and firms 
dOing business with a hospital, the CAO recommended public disclosure of all such relationships. 

Regulatory implications 

In total, it seems that to avoid conflict of interest between the staff and trusrees 
on the one hand and the client and public on the other hand, it is necessary to 
deal nOt only With transacrions wirhin the not-for-profir corporation but also 
with dealings between it and other corporations. Thus we suggest rhat business 
transacrions between an inStitution where an indiVidual is a staff member or 
official and a company in which he Or she has a finanCial interest should be disallowed. 

Ar presenr, most statutes regarding not-far-profit corporations either contain 
no prOVisions regulating self-dealing Or rather permissive ones. For example, 
section 715 of the New York Not-far-Profit COrDoraHnn r Ok. , ____ .• • 

uSiness corporatiolllaw in prOViding that: 

No con "act Or orher "ansaction belween a Corporarion and one Or more of its 
dirtclors Or office ... or between a COrporalion and any olher corporation, firm, a.so
ciarion, Or other entity in which one or mar. of its directors or officers are directors 
or officers. Or have a substanlial financial inleres~ .hall be either void or voidable 
for .his reason alone or by reason alone thar such direeror Or directors or officer or 
officers are preHnt ar rh. meering of the board, Or of a committee th.reof. whi.ch 
authorizes such contract Or transaction, or rhat his or their Vales are COunted for 
such purpos.. . 

' . Thedirector or officer is. however, expected to disclose his intereSt in good 
faith to the full board which rhen takes a vote (not including the interested di
rector) 10 decide whether or not to authorize the transacdon. IE there was no 
such disclosure or the VOte of rhe interested party was necessary to authorize the 
transaction when the Vote .was taken, then 

the corporalion may avoid the contract or transacrion unles. th. parry or parti •• 
thereto shall .stabllf.!l affinnatively that the COntract or Ulnsactlon WAf fair and 
II ,bid.p. 7. 
HIItid. pp. 1, ..... 

! I· 

r-~~···i.· .. ~ . 

>1 
r.nsunabl. as 10 Ih. curl'oratlon al Ih. 11m. It Wit aUlhurl •• d by Ih. boud •• (tll"
mlttrc, or the member •. 

A nOlable exception is Section 4941(d) of the t954 Internal Revenue Codex 
which sets forth a set of Iimirs and levies a specialrax on self-dealers in the con
text of foundations. Prohibited acts of self-dealing are defined as follows: 

(1) In Gener.I.-For purpo.es of .his sec lion, .he term "self-de2!ing" m •• ns any 
direct or indirect (A) sale or exchange, or leasing. of property between , private 
founda.ion and a disqu.lified person; (B) lending of money or \he ex.einion of 
credit be.ween • private found •• ion .nd a disqualified person; (C) furnishing of 
goods, services. or f.cililies belween a privare found.tion and a disqualified person; 
(D) paymenl of compens'lion (or paymen. or reimburseonent of .. penses) by a 
priv.te foundalion to a disqualified person; (E) tran,fer '0, or use by or for .he 
benefit of. a disqualified person of .he income or assets of a priva.e foundation; ... 

We hold that Ihe s.me prohibitions should be applied to all not-for-profit 
corporations. It might be asked if a trustee who owns a few shares of Johnson 
and Johnson, Ford Moror, and Procter and Camble would be disqualified from 
serving on a hospital board if the hospital buys paper towels, a car, and soap 
from rhe respective companies. One may say rhat such purchases by the hospi-
tal are so small compared 10 the total volume of transactions of rhe said corpora
tions that trustees could not expect any benefits 10 accrue to them because rhe 
hospital buys from "their" corporations rather than other ones and hence view i 
that such ownership is not a violarion. However, Ihe couns may have been tOO ' 
lax when Ihey allowed self-dealing when the direcror had up to to percenr (or 1 
even more) inlerest in the olher corporation.'· : 

e argument that unless one allows trUsteeS fiot to divest theIilschcs---of--- -+----
ownership and managemenl roles in related business there will be an insuffi- ! 

cient number of trustees oUlweighing the danger of some self-dealing, is doubly 
mistaken. First, it overestimates that role of the trustees. They no longer are a 
main source of "raising funds" for private hospitals, colleges, etc., which rely 
heavily on public funds (Medicare. Medicaid) and insurance (Blue Cross). Sec
ond, Ihe trustees need nOt be businessmen and can be community leaders, union 
representatives. and orhers with little business investment." 

Another legal means for curbing self-dealing transaclions in not-far-profit in
stitulions is by holding trustees accounlable on the basis of their fidUciary obli
garion to the institulion. Direclors and officers of not-far-profit corporations 
are considered as having duries vis-A-vis Ihe corporation encompassing good 
faith. loyalty, and the exercise of sound business judgment, as well as the re
sponsibility to use corporate assets in a manner consistent wirh the purposes set 
forth in the corporation charter. A recenr court decision suggests that rhese 
fiduciary duties can serve to provide a legal foundation for penalizing, or ar 

'.Harold Mar.h, Jr .. "Are Director. Tru ..... r .. B .... Law. " ., 65 (1966). cit .. thl. 
tt.nclard •• coRUllOn In bu.in ... corporation law. 

" Ibid .• , l6. 
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,',::;: :..f: :',- leul censuring. truste.s who engage in Qr allow self-dealing transactions. In 

,'Ii.,)111 Ul HlJl-HU(-I'KU.I1' I,..UH.i'UKAIlONS i "47. P"'-"-:"-""".;. i; 
~'.:.',. . .. _Ld; 

,t'_ <:, '.;',\~" July 1974, U. S. District Judge Gerhard A, Gesell ruled that five trustees of Sibley 
~~ , ., -';,;;i);'V,: Hospital had failed to supervise properly the not-far-profit hospital's funds and 
;\;/'." ,'~:{t: illvestments OVer several years.'· While Judge Gesell did not characterize the 
,,- - '-,-;;~'!",~:", acts of Ihe trustees as conspiracy or illegal use of the funds for their own benefit, 
";. -"~:,,,:-,;~, 'j" he did rule that they had breached their fiduciary duty to exercise proper super-
<-,-":" ,- J,';~':,- , vision. Although not taking any action against the trustees (who were also mem-
,':", ':;'::'~r~~',~~, bers of the boards of the banking and financial institutions handling the hos-
< /';:::N3;;j~ pital:s funds)~ Judge Gesell outlined Specif~c s~eps to, be taken, in. the future by the 
:~' ",~;,~~!,:,~,-~ hospital and Its trustees on a regular baSIS, mdudmg full I.stmg to the boards 
t':.;'jl.t,,'>..:-':A of directors of the hospital's dealings with any institution. In addition Judge 
,;-;;: ::!;;"~;~'1~: Gesell recommended that the hospital restrict board membership to representa-
'·.f·i;·',;~!';,:::~;" tives of ,financial institutions that have no substanrial bu.iness relationship 
;~il,:;~('!~i,:~ with the hospital." 

.. ::~: "'~';'~;""!-' This suggests that (1) the concept of good faith does imply proper curbs on ',~ '.. "., ....... ,1. 

,'t'L \·~~7':;~~~'J. the Irustees, but (2.) it is too vague to provide a sufficienrguideline 10 either 

should be exacted from the individual trustee, not from the not-far-profit cor
poration; also, that the penalties will have to be sufficiently large to more than 
outweigh the benefits which accrue to violators. The antitrust law notion of 
triple damages may apply here, 

In sum, we recommend that (1) persons having potemial "conflicts of inter
est" be required to sever the relationship in question before being permitted 10 
serve on the board or as an official or staff member of a not-far-profit entity; 
(2) penalties be exacted from any member or trustee of a not-far-profit institution 
engaged in any such conflict of interest transactions; (3) in order to prevent 
exploitation of the authority to award contracts on the part of the not-far-profit 
entiry's officials-in particular, favoritism toward friends and relatives-the 
law should require competitive bidding for all business transactions over a gi,'en 
size, unless special Circumstances can be demonstrated to the regulatory agen
cies before the transaction. 

Real Estate Transactions 

i , , 
i 
I, 

I 

i 

':-';-;\:'):"';;;;~ ·;r trusiees Or courts, and hence (J) additional, mOre specific curbs are necessary--: . . 
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prietary hospital administrator. and sin&; his share ot'the purchase price as a 
former stockholder was to be paid out of future hospital earnings. he was also 
accorded a great deal of autonomy in controlling operations. After the sale was 
consummated two other former stockholders became members of the board of 
directors.'· 

Mary Adelaide Mendelson has described the conversion from "for-profit" to 
"not-for-profit" Status of a Cleveland nursing home. In '97

' 
the owner of this 

nursing home sold it to a not-for-profit· organization. a Baptist church. which 
was to expand it to encompass a family training. day care. and health services 
center. The church became responsible for the former owner's debts, plus its 
own mortgage with a bank and a second mortgage with the former owner. Thus, 

The nurslnlf home. which had been built with little or no down payment. and was 
purchased With no down payment .t an. now served as coll.teral for debts totalling 
$2.695.000. The mortgage obligations had doubled. and the home now enjoyed 
the advantage. of nonprofit status. As for [the owner) he h.d turned a debt of $1.'1 
~iIIion owed by him into a debt of $1 million owed to him." 

Mendelson Went on to note that because the home's mortgage would require, 
for the next twenty years, monthly payments of h~,ooo while the Medicaid 
reimbursement rates for most of the patients' care was fixed, the only way that 
the payments could be met was to cut the cost of care. The result, state inspectors' 
reports indicate, WIS poor quality care. Staff was cut and the following year 
the State Medical Review Team noted the effects of the staffing shortage: poorly 
groomed patients. dehydrated patients. and a pervasive odor of urine. Subse
quently. state personnel had to be sent in to investigate why fifteen patients. 
an abnormally high number had dipd in tho hn_.;n _ ';BAI. .1 .. 

----.~ ~-. - __ •• ~ .... U· ...... Uh 

Leasing arrangements can be another source of profit. Recently, a well-known 
dealer in nursing home construction attempted to have a small liberal arts col
lege, of which he was chairman. buy from him four nursing homes which he 
owned, and then lease them back to him. The motive seemed to be a desire to 
boost artificially the value of the real estate in order to increase the reimburse-
ment for rent thaI he would be entitled to receive under Medicaid." \ 

Another example entails a husband and wife team in White Plains. N.Y., ~ho 
constructed a flixtyA.ix bed nurSing home under the ownership of a real estate 
company of which they were the sale stockholders. The home's constr!,ction cost 
was approximately $779.800 of which $700,000 had been financed Iiy an FHA 
guaranteed m9hsage. Shortly before the home opened, the owner entered into 
a lease agreement with his real estate company-that ii, with himself-to 

,};::,~~w; 
,-.~: ~~ :: /:,~ :~\:t~... f. United St. tel Stnll, Finance Commillcc, M,diCd'~, M,dlc/dti: Problnn., IlluH "nd · ...• ' .... ,~~ I h' 0 C 
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lease the facility and run it as a proprietary home. A few years later. he con
verted the hO'lle into a not-for-profit corporation. He then applied to the state 
for permission to sell his leasehold to the newly organized not-far-profit cor
poration of whiCh he and his wife were members of the board of direCtors. Al
though at first state officials were apparently reluctant to approve the Iransac
tion, they eventually granted the home not-far-profit status. Next, the owners 
arranged for the not-far-profit corporation to lease five-year-old equipment. eS
timated to be worth $198.000. at an annual COSt of $24.000 OVer a fifteen year 
period-$360.000 all told: Thus at the end of the lease term, tlie real estate com
pany was expected to have realized a profit of $195,000 and still own the proper
ty fre. and dear. The not-far-profit corpoartion would then be permilled to ex
ercise an option to buy Ihe property. which had originally cost $780.000. for 
$900.000. 

The total profit io the [owners] would then be $i.095.000-nOt bad at all. consider
ing that the most the [owners) themselves would have put uP. with the FHA-insured 
mortgage. is $80.000. Payments on the mortgage for $700.000 which provided the 
balance of the original cost. would have been covered by the payments undo< the 
le.s •. That. of course. i. in addition to their profit on the equipment. The term "non
profit" c1e.rly does not include the [owners') .hare of the deaLS. 

An analysis by a State health department official showed that the monoy 
needed to meet these lease payments was slated to come Out of patient care; 
specifically, the home's projected operating budget indicated a major portion 
would be provided by skimping on patients' meals. Indeed. a 1970 state audit 
later revealed that 24 percent of this not-far-profit home's expenditures Went 
• .1. ........... L ... d .... t : ....... u ......... _", .................. _ ............ _ .. 11 

-r 

Regulatory implications 

Here the correctives are basically the same as those suggested above for self
dealing: no transactions should be allowed between owners and their relatives 
and the officers .of. a not-far-profit corporation when these persons are one and 
the same or rela ted. . 

Legal provisions should be adopted similar to those regulating the relation
ship between persons donating funds to establish a foundation and the founda
tion which results. Thus. former owners and their relatives should not be per
mitted to serve on the board of trustees of the newly created not-far-profit 
.institution. 
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In the case of providers' of health services such as nursing homes and hospi
tals, it is also necessary to rewrite substantially the regulations covering rei",
bursement rates for Medicaid in those states where provisions Ear reimburse
ment increases presently in effect encourage frequent sales and changes in 
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leasing arrangements a. wen as concealmlnt of person.1 relationships among the 
parties involved in these transactions. The New York Temporary State Com
mission On Living Costs and the Economy recommended, and the New York 
State Legislature enacted into law, a bill specifying that the Medicaid reimburse
ment formula no longer be tied to changes in ownership or lease.'2 Though 
this change was made primarily to combat real estate manipulatiohs of for
profit homes, Ihe reform is also likely to discourage the profit-motivated con
version of nursing homes from "for-profit" to "not-for-profit." 

Finally, we note that some state statutes (e.g., California, Georgia) permit 
under certain circumstances what amounts to the conversion of not-for-profit 
properties to for-profit status. This is accomplished by allowing individuals 
associated with a not-for-profit corporation to pocket a share of its assets upon 
the corporation's dissolution. Thus, the California statute reads: 

A nonprofit corporation may be formed by three or more person. for any lawful 
purpos •• which do not contemplate the distribution of gains, profits Or divid.nd. 
to' the m.mbers thoreal .... Carrying on a business at a profit as· an incident to the 
main purposa of the corporation and the distribution of .... t~ to members on 
dissolution are not forbidden to nonprofit corporations bUI no corporation formed 
or .. isting undor Ihis part shan distribute to any of ito members exC"pI upon 
dissolution or Winding up." . . 

To prevent the possibility of persons creating not-far-profit corporations in 
order to claim cbeir assets upon dissolution, such statutes should be altered to 
require (as some federal and state statutes already do) that the assets of a dis
solved not-for-profit corporation be donated to another not-for-profit institu-. . -. . "... . - -

tnfembers. 

Unreasonable and Uncustomary fees, Salaries, and fringe Benefits 

Tht easiest way to violate the essence of a corporation's not-fot-profit sta'tus 
is to provide its _i or officers with unreasonable and uncustomarily high fees, 
salaries, or fringe benefits. In principle, income is not a violation of the not-for
profit concept, ami a. it is rather difficult to establish what is proper and w~at 
i, exaggerated compensation, this area is rather difficult to regulate. Thus, at

. tendon must focus en those situations in which the income providfd is mani-
fest. \ _ 

One such example is a hospital paying for the poetry and drama lessons of the 
physicians' children." No reasonable person would define such fringe benefits 
.a typical, common, or legitimate. That a not.for-profit hospital can provide 

at For the rtcommendatioftl tee The Temporary Sc.ce Commi"ion on Living COlt. and the 
Economy, Report 10 tho Co.ernor ond the Legislature on N."in, Hom,. .nd H .. llh R.I.,.d 
1.<Itill" in N...,yo,k SIlII, (Albany, N Y" April "7S), pp. .,-14' Eor atCOunli oE the d •• o .. 
- ..... pu,oS· oE the bllt_ Th. N ... York Timu, JlIly.o ..... AuSUSt 8, '975. 
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such benefits is ironic: this case involves New York City voluntary hospitals ., .. , 
that have contracted with the city's municipal hospitals to be paid for provid. 
ing the municipalities with such services as physician and nursing assistance 
and laboratory work. These affiliation contracts were entered into by the city 
because it could not attract the needed qualified personnel for its own hospitals. 
By paying the voluntaries, however, they ar.e perpetuating the problem, since 
the vDluntaries use the Contract money to pay for the education of doctors' chil
dren and for poetry and drama lessons, terming these fringe benefits." Thus, 
the city is paying the voluntaries because it cannot attract good personnel, and 
the voluntaries use this money to attract the personnel via benefits the city 
cannot match. 

.;(, 

The ambiguities of the law and regulations concerning not-for-profit status. 
of a corporation are illustrated by the trial and appellate decision. in American 
Automobile Association v. Bureau of Revenue." The AAA claimed tax-exempt 
status as a not-far-profit corporation despite many discounts and other benefits 
it distributes to its members. The court held that "Profit does not necessarily 
mean a direct return by way of dividend, interest, capital allocation Or salaries . 
A saving of expense which would otherwise necessarily be incurred i. also a 
profit to the person benefited."" However, the New Mexico Court of Appeals 
rejected this analysis because there were no income or diVidends, the corpor.-
tion was chartered without capital stock, and the corporation's purpose was not 
profit so that any benefit conferred upon its members was "wholly irrele-
vant." As we see it, a third position seems worthy oE consideration: some bene-
fits to members are not, prima facie, evidence of proEit, as of course salary is not. 

" unreasonable and uncustomary benehrs are, because they are but a 
different form of what in effect amounts to sharing·of profit. 

An example of out,of-line. salary seems to be provided by a prepaid health 
plan contractor who employed a physician as plan administrator at an annual 
salary of $120,000 plus expenses. The contract with the physician read: 

Employer recognizes .mployee i. invol •• d in other medically related v.ntures such 
as inhalation therapy contfO"s .nd other non-medically related busine" ventures. 
These ventures shall .t .11 time. remain under the strict control and ownerohip of 
the employee.·. 

That one can establish what reaso~able and customary salaries are is illus
trated by court cases which have on a number of occasions disallowed salaries 
and fringe benefits in part because they failed to satisfy criteria of reasonable
ness. While the only cases we have come across deal with profit-making 
corporations, we see no reason why the same procedures may not be applied. to 
not-for-profit ventures. In the case of Miller Bo%, Inc. v. U.S.,·' a taxpayer Ca 

"Ibid. 
.1 sa5 P •• d ,.,. 86 N. M. 56, (1974), ,,,,·d. HJ P. od 10J. 
., S'5 P .• , ,,0. 
•• Tn'lmony, Ceroid Hown and Rober' Chrlltophtl, HModleol4-J{ ...... Hooldt." 
H .... F. ad "'"S (5th Or. >974). 
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eorpor.tion owner) sued the Internal Reyenue Service to reCOVer an alleged over
collection of taxes. The IRS had disallowed the taxpayer's claim under the sec
tion ~6~ deduction for "a reasonable allowance for salaries Or other compensa-

. tion for personal services actually rendered ........ The plaintiff had paid his 
brother more than $1 million plus $24,000 for two years' work as manager 
of two corporations. As grounds for rejecting this payment as unreasonable the 
court noted (1) that'the brother's immediate prior salary as a farm worker was 
$200 per week, (z).the corporate work was' not complicated, and (3) eompara_ 
ble position. generally paid $so,ooo and at mOSt·$lOO,OOO. The court further 
stated: 

It is the duty oE the directors of the corporation ... to bargain with an employee for 
"f.ir and advantaaeous tenno" to obtain the .ervice of such individllall." 

Thus, a standard for reasonable salaries and fringe benefits keyed In part to 
the nature of the duties involved, in part to salaries in comparable positions, 
.I\d in part to -p1oyee qualifications is not unenforteahle. 

Regulatory implications 
, 

Whenever feft, .. laries, and fringe benefits in not-far-profit corporations sig-
nificantly exceed those in comparable inStitutions, the not-for-profit status of 
the corporation II being circumvented. How this practice can be effectively pre
vented is Jes. dar. However, in those cases where such institutions draw on 
public funds, the government regulatory apparatus should examine fees, sal
aries, and fringe benefits as Compared to si .. . 

or recertily for participation in government programs those institutions prOvid
ing income gro .. ly above the norm. 

Guidelines would need to be established for determining when fees, salary 
levels, and frins, benefits, have begun to exceed the reasonable and CUstomary • 
Flexibility withiAthe limits of reasonableness could be permitted in establish" 
inS a range within which differences in qualifications among individuals could 
be accommodated. 

As the experima of priva te insurers as well as Medicare and Medicaid sug
gest, determining lQIonable and customary chargl!$ solely by reference to the 
partieular professional or occupational group in question tends to plaee the set
tinS of allowable mor salary levels atth. ~ercy of collective action by a signifi
cant segment of the group (Which will benefit by high charges). Thus, it would 
be advisable to complre what members of a profession claim are their reasonable 
and CUstomary fe" or salaries With what is paid to persons of o.ther professions 
doing work involvlns .imilar skills and level of training. Thus, a nursing home 
administrator with no profeSSional degree or education beyond a high Khool 

diploma should not be able to justify earning more than the average hospital 
administrator by relerring to other nursing home administrators, Nor would 
chiropractors be permitted to charge Eees exceeding those received by surgeons. 

SHORING Up THE INTEGRITY Of THE NOT-fOR-PROFIT SECTOR 

This article points to four types of abuses which violate the underlying ,concept 
of the not-Eor-profit corporation, the source of its legitimacy, and suggested 
ways these abuses may be curbed. This is not to imply that we are "down on 
not-far-profits" or that they are "no different" from profit-making proprietaries. 
On the contrary, we consider them an essential. important part of the three 
sectors of America: the government, the private sector, and the not-for-profit 
sector. 

Actually, some have argued that the not-Eor-profit sector, or-as it is olten 
referred to-the voluntary one, is the "best" sector of the three, while others 
hold that the private sector is more efficient and the government sector more 

. egalitarian." This is hardly the place to settle this age-old argument of which 
sector is "the best:' nor is it necessary. Hardly any'one questions the fact that 
America is a pluralistic SOciety, one in which a range of choices is offered precise
ly by there being services provided by different sectors. At least, since Tocque
ville it has been widely recognized that in this pluralistiC spectrum, the volun
tary, not-for-profit sector is a main source of protection of individual freedom 
and initiative, of public interest serviee, of concern for quality of service and i 
ualit of life. Undermine the voluntary sector and America's ehoites are re- i 

duced to reliance on the government an t e pro it ma ·ers. ere can t us e r 
no question about preserving the integrity, and thus the legitimacy, of the : 
voluntary, not-far-profit sector.· ' 

12 For additional discussion see Amitaa Etzioni, Social Probl,,", (New York, 197'). chap. s. 
For .ome relevant .tudies .~e Richard K. Earner. "Nonprofit VI. profit: What data do you ltd: 
corporate executive l

' and Richard L Johnson_ "Data show £ot~pront hospital. don't provide 
comparable service: consultant/' Modll!NI Ho.pital. 1:11 (April :1974), 116-118; Sharon Winn. 
"Anlly.i. of Selected Characteri5tic. of • Matched Sample of Nonprofit and Proprietary Nur.-
ing Home. in the State of Wa.hinston," Mtdical Care, 11, no. J (March 1974), 2.n-uS; and 
Fo,ni., Blue Cro .. Repor .. R •••• rch S.ri .. NO.9 (Chicago. March '97»). 

I . Thl. work Wif conducted ~ndet the auspice. of the Center for Poliey Rfllarch. POlition 
J pape,. preplred and illued by the Ctnter lor Policy Re.earch ,enect the view. of those who 

I 
have authored them, not thOle of 'he Center. The Cen1er facilitate. the draftina, ,eformula .. 

• tlon, and di •• emination of po.ition pape ... but takel no position. of hi own. 
.. ~.~ 5 do. j' Th. authoro are ind.bted to Dr. Dorothy Patton, ... ureh anocia" or the Cent ... lor Policy 
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The Pleasures 
Of Nonprofitability 
Nonprofit in theory, Princeton'S Educational 
Testing ServiCe in fact shapes up as a tough, 
aggressive and even dynamic growth business. 

IF PRINCETON, N.].'s Educational 
Testing Service were a public com· 
pany and not a self-contained tax·ex· 
empt nonprollt organization, it would 
probably have long since emerged as 
one of the darlings of Wall Street. 
TIle knowledge industry has ·general. 
Iy manifested more promise than per. 

. fonnanee, but ETS bas demonstrated 
all the performance any . promoter 
could wisb. Over the past 30 years, 
it has easay racked up a record as 
one ·of the hottest little growth com· 
panies in U.S. business. 

ETS' business is no longer limited 
10 the weD·known Scholastic Apti
tude Tests required for admission to 
many privale secondary schools, col· 
leges and universities. ETS has helped 
to devise programs to certify that 
you're qualilled in gynecology, pharo 
macy or auto me<::hanicsJ to license 
you as .. barber. beautician or real es
tate agent, and in some parts of the 
country to pennit you to bold a job 
on the police force, the fire depart· 
ment or as a social worker. Testing9 in 
fact, bas been taking on almost Or· 
wellian proportioDs in recent years. 
Close to 6.5 million Americans took 
ETS' 17 educational placement tests 
last year. Another 260,000 took its 
50-0dd occupational certifying or li· 
censing exams. 

ETS started out in 1947 with B 

mere $104 mOlion in seed capital
much of that in plant and equipment 
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.,.and a .firsl.year sales volume fun· 
der $I million. Nearly 30 years later, 
ils sales were still doubling ev six 
or seven years, and in fiscal 1976, 
ended last June, it boasted ass ts of 
$37.8 million, sales of $62.9 illion 
and. a comfortable nonprollt 0 just 
under $I million after deducti g all 
ils expenses. At the same time, with· 
out benefit of any ad<litional in usiOo 
of capital, ETS' original $104. '])jOD 
stake has grown to nearly $25 illion. 

In The Beginning 

The company (which is how Its ex' 
ecutives teDd to refer 10 it) wafs cre· 
ated in 1947 as a repository f r the 
testing operations of three bi ed· 
ucational foundations: the egie 
Foundation for the Advancem nt of 
Teaching, the American Coun' for 
Education and the College En 
Examination Board-this last a 
of 2,500 colleges, universities an 
ondary schools that use ETS 
making admissions decisions. 

ETS' president is William W. !Tum. 
bull, 56. He sees ETS' imprfess;ve 
growth as something of an aCfideDt 
of history. Like the canmakers who 
found they were really in packjlging, 
ETS fairly soon discovered ~t its 
husiness was not really lestin~, but 
measurement-the measurement 10£ ev
erything from the effectivenesS1 s.· 
...,me Slreet to the adaptab of 
programs by Britain'. Open U ·ver· 

. . 

Big Man On Campuses: ETS' 
President !till Turnbull, a tweedy, 
rather deliberately homespun ETS· 
career man, has run the company 
si nee 1970. Under. T u mho II, 
ETS has drawn the fire of critics 
ranging from Ralph Nader to 
New York magazine, but 50 far 
has had little trouble establishing 
that, whatever its faults, ETS 
does what it sels out to do. 

sity to the U.S. educational system. 
As Bill Turnbull sees it, ETS sim

ply happened to be 01) the spot in 
the late Fifties when the postwar 
baby boom broke on U.S. colleges 
and universities like a torrent. 'There 
was not enough space in colleges aDd 
uDiversities to accommodate all the 
Idds wbo wanted to go, aDd at the 
same time there was a tremendous 
need for help in making admissions 
decisions. As a result, more and more 
colleges required entrance examina· 
tions in the screening process.- The 
various ETS testing programs-the 
SAT, the 15 subject achievement tesls 
-afforded admissions officers quick, 
easy, objective assistance in making 
their choices. 

Distributing, administering, collect· 
ing and scoring millions of such tests 
obviously involved a mountain of pa. 
perwork and ETS bad to create a 
modern, efficient, teclmologically ori· 
ented management orgaruz..atlon to 
handle the job. It had to automate 
aDd it did, funneling ils cash Bow 
into data processing and automatic 
test·scoring equipment on a large 
scale. (ETS' latest optical scanner 
now processes 18,000 answer sheets 
an hour.) "We bad to automate or 
not do the job," say' ETS' Soancial 
vice president, David Brodsky, wbo 
carne to the company in 1955 when 
th .. testing boom \vas just getting UD

der way, 'That's really where our 
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~al'ilal has gone-into plant and data 
prOL"l'Ssin~ t.."<Jllipmcnt.-

Since Ihen the collegiate demand 
has ebbed, but ETS' growth has 
nonelheless continued to be brisk. Be
twecn 1970 an d 1976 the ETS' SAT 
volume dropped nearly 12'1; ETS' to-
1.1 sales nonetheless shot up another 
81n. II collegiate demand was oH, 
the srowth in Ihe consumer move
ment had created a rising. demand for 
accountability-in government. in 
businessJ in trade, in the professions. 
This opened up vast new markets for 
ETS, which had the testing instru
ments to measure performance. 

ETS was ready lor them. As far 
hack as the 1950s, ETS had come up 
with a test for certifying medical spe
cialists. and since then it has come 
up with a number of programs for 
licensing and certifying members of 
more than 50 other occupations-in
.uranee agents, real estate brokers, 
actuaries, merchant marine officers, 
electrical oontractors, moving men, 
city planners, nurses. opticians. For
eign Service officers and architects. 

Over the years ETS has grown so 
fast and so profitably that its com
petitors have sometimes complained 
that, thanks to its income tax exemp
tion, ETS is well-nigh impossible to 
compete with. Even so, ETS has 
plenty of competitors. Though no oth
er nrm duplicates ETS' range of ser
vices, individualnrms duplicate every 
one of them-universities, think tanks, 
consulting organizations, publishing 
houses_ Even the SAT has its counter
part in the American College Testing 

Programs' ACf lesls, used· I.rgely 
in wcslcrn states. ClrnpcUtivc aware· 
ness. says Turnbull, -JtC'cps ETS prices 
low, its quality high. 

ETS controls its costs through Ihe 
same .ort 01 budgctary controls any 

. proSt-making business usCs. And, al
though it has no sloekholders to re
ward, it needs proSt for much the 
same reason any private b~siness does 
-to finance its growth. Sa!.s Financial 
Vice President Brodsky: lWe have a 
rolling Rve-year projection iol what our 
capital needs are, what ~ anticipate 
receiving from outside an what level 
of activity we have to pport. If it 
turns out we are malcingl more than 
we feel we need for capit~l needs, we 
reduce our prices.· 

Investment And Rewards 
In the late Fifties an early Six

ties, when rising volum and auto
mation were broadening TS' testing 
margins considerably, cut Its 
rates again and again, an even then 
was able 10 generate co ital aplenty 
to feed ils expansion. SAT fees 
today are in fac;!. only Sin higher 
than they were 30 yearsl ago, a pe
riod during which the corjsumer price 
index just about tripled. i 

Which is nol 10 say t~at ETS and 
its executives do not en~y the same 
privileges and emoJumen as do those 
of other successful corpo ations. ETS 
operates out of a spaCJ~us 380-acre 
estate in the country ne r Princeton, 
N.J. It maintains a conf ence center 
with accommodations for 200, a data 
processing center, a com*Jex of mod-

ern offiC"l"S, l'omplctc with rt'l'1['alKNlal 
facilitie.. And it pays its employees 
wcll. Divide ETS' totallaoor costs b)' 
the number of its permanent em
ployees, and you get a $17,OOO-a-year. 
average, which is nol bad, consider
ing the range includes everyone from 
maintenance people to executives. 

ETS is inherently a Ja bor-intensive 
business, and· so is especially exposed 
to the pressures of wage inDation. As 
ETS' growth rate has .Iaekened and 
the benefits of volume and automa
tion leveled oH, the cost pressures 
have inevitably increased. So far, 
ETS has kept is Jabor costs down by 
shifting the burden from its temporary 
to its permanent staH. Since 1970,. 
say' Brodsky, though ETS" work load 
has risen 20S to 251:, the permanent 
staH has risen only 51:, while the tem
porary staH has declined 31S. But 
there are limits to how far this can go. 

Just as it watches its labor costs, so 
doe. ETS look for growth opportu
nities. "We look around," says Brod
sky, "and come to the conclusion that 
there is a need lor a certain kind of 
service, '0 we develop that and see 
what kind of interest there may be." 
In the Fifties and Sixties, for exam
ple, ETS developed the College Level 
Examination Prosram to ease the 
transfer of students from two- to four
year colleges and 10 award academic 
credit for oH -campus educational ex
periences. The prosram met strong 
resistance from hoth two- and four
year colleges, but the need existed, 
and ETS succeeded. Last year ETS 
administered 94,000 CLEP tests. 

ETS has also been supplementing 
the research and development c0n

tracts it has undertaken for outside 
loundations ru.d governments with 
projects nnanced out of its own funds. 
It specializes in areas like jnfant he
havior, personality, creativity and cog
nitive learning. "1 think our physical 
growth i. largely behind us, - Brodsky 
says. "So the balance will shift toward 
research and development and away 
from the equipment needed to drive 
the machine." ETS' research contracts 
now make up 10:1; of revenues. 

There's DO deoying the education 
markets. look especially uncertain 
these day •. A college education is be
coming so costly that the colleges and 
universities could conceivably price 
themselves and ETS out of a portion 
of the market. At the same time, high
er education is no longer as highly 
valued as it once was. "We·re in a 
mature growth phase," Brodsky says. 
Therefore, ETS' trustees have been 
urging Brodsky to build up ETS' re
serves against a rainy day. "We h.,·e 
a small invested reserve-about $3 mil
Hon." be says, ·'and as a contingency 
fund, that'. not much. The market 
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abolished buggy whips, and it could 
abolish us. But if we no longer serve 
• useful social purpose, why not go 
out of business? Realistically, there', 
an instinct in the organization to per-
petuation and even growth.- . 

"My own feeling." says President 
Turnbull, "is that we've gone about 
• s far as we're going to go with mea· 

Ticket Of Admission 
FAR ""'0 A W" y the most impci.rtant 
product the Educational Testing Ser
vice has is its phenomenally success
ful Scholastic Aptitude Test. The 
SAT is probably the single most 
important factor in determining which 
coUege a student gets adinitted to or 
whether he even gets adinitted at aU. 
"University and college admissions of
.Geers,. ETS says piously, "are cau
tioned against relying solely on SAT 
scores in making their decisions." 
That'. like adjuring smokers that cig
aretles can be injurIOus to your health. 
And some haoe given it up-especial
ly, these days when some colleges bave 
trouble attracting students, no mat
ter what their scores. Even so, the 
SAT still ranks as the ticket of adinis
sion to higher education in the U.S. 

Last year, 1.4 million students took 
the SAT -45$ of all the high school 
seniors in the U.S. The SAT is a stan
dardized 2J!.bour multiple-choice ex
amination. It is given six times a year 
at some 4,000 testing centers, mainly 
high schools, throughout the U.S. 
The test is divided into two sections 
designed to measure a student's 
mathematical and verbal skills, and 
the result is two scores expressed on a 
scale ranging from 200 to 800. 

The tests are designed to "predict 
academic per(onnance,· and, accord
ing to ETS and most admissions of
Ilcers, that is just what they do. This 
is why they are widely-almost uni· 
versally-used in the U.S. Says ETS' 
President William Turnbull: -"The 
predictive quality of the exams 
comes from the fact that what a per
son has done in the past is indicative 
of what he will do in the future." 

The SAT is put together, updated 
and continuously revised by a full· 
time 200·man staH, wbose makeup is 
designed to reJlect a wide range of 
regional, educational, racial and eth· 
nie backgrounds. The tests are rig
orously scanned to see that the ques
tions do not hear any trace of cul
turalJ ethnic, sexual or whatever 
other bias happens to be unfashion
able at the moment, and ETS eareful
ly throws in a lew roading compre· 
hension passages by minOrity writers 
-like Eldridge C1eaver-lo make mi
norities, who make up almost 15$ of 
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surcment of traditional verbal and 
mathematical skills. The main impetus 
to growlh now is lilcely 10 come from 
the emphasis on compelent perfor· 
mance in • lot of diff <!rent nonaea· 
demic fields. Our main contribution 
in the next ten years Ijr so may be 
in attempting to put in ,the hands of 
coUege people more infoJ!mation about 

the test-takers, feel they !h~ven't been 
lefl out ofthings. : • , 

ETS vigorously that the 
SAT relects the sort cultural bias 
that has so often been against 
inlelligence tests. The of the 
SAT is Dot to measure I 

but to determine bow 
will perfonn in certain *"de:mic 
texts. And if that 
one who lacks 
disadvantage; that', 
supposed to reveal. "In 
says Turnbull, "it is Jlot 
person with aD ioferior led:uc:.tic,n 
do well on the SAT as 
one with all the ad,'anlag~". 

More women 
tests than men, 
go into the lest 
erages, men score 
except on the 
g1ish test. A of 
take the test earn 
200 and 400, another 
400 and 600. Last 
scored higher th~n 
bal section of the 
the mathematies seCDOl}.1 

- scores on the S·AT are <leclirlin,g 
have done so for the 

the noncognitive characterislics of 
young pcoplc-a better slalomenl of 
their inlerests and desires. II we SIX'

ceed, I think the individual's life 
chances are going 10 be improved. -

Brave New World? Maybe so, but 
in a sa<;jety that believes in equality 
of opporhmity, why should socii 
things be left to sheer chance? • 

. a matter that. ha" worried educators 
considerably. Turnbull thinks that the 
scores have declined because society 
no longer puts the emphasis on the 
written word that it used to. 

, With the SA Ts as with its other 
tests, ETS contracts to provide a ser
vice for the sponsor, the CoUege 
Entrance Examination Board. ETS 
develops the tests, collects the $7.25 
the Board sets, deducts its own ex· 
penses and a fee, and returns the 
excess to the Board. How much that 
is is anybody', guess. The SATs alone 
yielded a good 17~ of ETS' reve
nues last year, roughly $10 million, 
and the College Board's programs al
together contributed close to 4li. 

For aU their success in the market, 
the tests bave proyoked a good deal 
of criticism almost from the time the 
Ilrst one was devised back in 19'26. 
Critics complain that the tests are not 
really aptitude tests, that the ques
tions are uncongenial to subtle and 
imaginative minds, that the SATs do 
not really establish a student's apti
tude for doing anythiDg other than 
taking the tests. But is this neces
sarily bad? The ability to discipline 
one's thinking to the requirements of 
the test may reJlect the very qualities 
that the test is supPosed to reveal. 
Mter aU, in the kingdom of the blind, 
the one.eyed man is unlikely ever to 
he king if the blind have put out 
the lights. 

The objections to the SA Ts are 
formidable, but ~o are the reasons for 
retaining them. On the one hand, most 
ildmissions offices do not have the 
staff to do an adequate job of screen· 
ing applicants. On the other, the reo 
liability of the high school grading 
system has deteriorated almost ..... ery. 
wbere, so that the SAT does pI'O\ide 
some sort of standardized and objec-
tive measure of student perfonnance 
-which was, after all, why it was 
_devised in the first place. 

Bill Turnbull views the whole con· 
troversy philosophically: "As testing 
has become more important in the 
lives of a lot of people," he says, 
"public scrutiny of testing bas in· 
creased. The crescendo of interest is a 
coroDary of the importance of test
ing rather than a threat tu it.· 
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Attached is a draft of Chapter 2, "Organization 

and Bylaws", for the Committee's consideration. It is the 

counterpart of Chapter 2 in the new corporations code. 

In accordance with the Committee's tentative de

cision at the last meeting, we have developed different terms 

to indicate membership in charitable and non-charitable 

corporations. In order to minimize the burdens on existing 

organizations, we suggest preserving the term "member" for 

charitable corporations. For non-charitable corporations we 

have coined the term "participant" tO,designate those people 

with statutory protected rights in corporate elections and to 

share in the proceeds upon dissolution. As the analogue to 

"membership" we employ the terms "participantship" or "partici

pation." 

This draft reflects this wording change, although 

there are relatively few sections in Chapter 2 for which the 

distinction is important. 

The most important section of this chapter for policy 

purposes is Section 5230, which would confront the major policy 

questions we discussed but did not resolve at the last meeting. 

We present three alternative drafts of this section in order 

to provide the Committee with a more concrete focus for dis

cussion. The discussion following that section highlights 

the issues involved. 

(i) 
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Chapter Two 
Organization and Bylaws 

Article 1: Purposes 

Section 5210. Subject to any other provision of 

law of this state applying to the particular class of non-

stock corporation or line of activity, a non stock corporation 

may be formed under this division for any lawful purpose 

other than the distribution of gains, profits or dividends to 

its members or participants. 

DISCUSSION: This language is similar to §9200 of the 

.current code. (All references to the "current code" or the "cur-

rent law" are to the now prevailing General Nonprofit Corporation 

Law, 59000-9802 of the Corporations Code, as well as to the related 

provisions which follow these sections in Division 2 of the Corpora-

tions Code. None of these provisions were amended by the Corpora-

tions Code revision. References to "CC" are to the new, revised 

Corporations Code, where it is necessary to refer to the old 

corporations code which will be replaced by this new revision 

in January, we shall call it, simply, the old corporations code.) 

There are no analogous provisions in the CC. The current Cali-

fornia law is very liberal in regard to the allowable purposes 

for which a nonstock corporation may be organized. See Groman 

v. Sinai Temple, 20 Cal.App.3d 614, 99 Cal.Rptr. 603, which 

holds both that a nonstock corporation may have as one of its 

principal purposes the carrying on of a business for profit, 

so long as the profits thus accumulated are not distributed by 

way of dividends to the members, and that the providing of 

services at a discount is not a prohibited distribution. As 
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indicated by the discussion papers presented at the September 

meeting, we see no policy purpose to be served by limiting the 

activities of nonstock corporations. 

This selection of course does not preclude a nonstock 

corporation from conferring benefits upon its members or par

ticipants in the form of reduced prices for certain services, 

from paying reasonable compensation to its employees and of

ficers, or from making distributions to members upon the winding 

up and dissolution of a non-charitable nonstock corporation. All 

of these results are consistent with current law. 

The introductory clause of the section - "Subject 

to ..• " - is meant to preserve the provisions of any other law 

regulating a particular kind of activity, such as the law 

governing cooperatives. 

Questions for Committee 

1. Should current law, which does not limit the 

purpose or activities of nonstock corporations, be continued? 

Recommendation: Yes, although we may wish to keep 

this question in mind during the revision process to consider 

exceptions to it. 

2. Is such a section necessary? 

Recommendation: Yes. One may logically conclude 

that a special section allowing formation of a nonstock corpora

tion for all lawful purposes is superfluous, since that result 

is implied where the law places no limitation upon the purpose 
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for which it may be formed, especially given the language of 

proposed Section 5231 of this chapter, on the contents of 

articles. Nonetheless, because of the peculiar tradition of 

nonstock corporations, in which restrictions upon the purposes 

for which they were formed were common, retention of a section 

such as this does aid in making clear that there are no such 

restrictions in California law. 
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Article 2: Formation 

Section 5220. (a) One or more natural persons, 

partnerships, associations or corporations, domestic or 

foreign, may form a corporation under this division by 

executing and filing articles of incorporation. 

(b) Each incorporator and each director named 

in the articles shall sign and acknowledge the articles. 

(c) The corporate existence begins upon the 

filing of the articles and continues perpetually, unless 

otherwise expressly provided by law or in the articles. 

(d) A charitable nonstock corporation shall furnish 

an additional copy of its articles to the Secretary of State 

who shall forward that copy to the Attorney General. 

DISCUSSION. This draft is identical to Section 200 

of CC, except for subsection (d). 

Note that subsection (c) changes existing law in 

allowing a corporation to limit the duration of its existence 

in its articles, and subsection (b) deletes the provision con

tain in current Section 9304(a) allowing "any other person 

desiring to associate with" the first directors to sign the 

articles of incorporation. 

Subsection (d) is included at the request of the 

Attorney General's office, which indicated to the Law Revision 

Commission that such a practice would aid them in their en

forcement duties. 
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Question 

Should the provision allowing third persons to sign 

the articles be deleted? 
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Section 5221. (a) An existing unincorporated 

association or organization may be incorporated under this 

section, but this section does not preclude the formation of 

a corporation under any other provisions of law, including 

Section 5220 of this division, that would otherwise apply. 

(b) Where an existing unincorporated association 

or organization chooses to incorporate pursuant to this 

section, the articles of incorporation shall 

(1) set forth the name of, the existing unincorpora

ted association or organization, and 

(2) be accompanied by a verified statement of the 

presiding officer, or a majority of the governing board, then 

in office, of the association or organization, stating that the 

membership of the association or organization has duly author

ized the filing of the articles and the application of this 

section. The affidavit may further state that the membership 

has agreed to waive subdivision (f) of this section, but such 

waiver shall be effective only if agreed to by the unanimous 

vote of all members of the association. 

(c) The person or persons submitting the verified 

statement required in subdivision (b) (2) shall sign, acknowledge, 

execute and file the articles. 

(dl The corporate existence begins upon the filing 

of the articles and continues perpetually, unless otherwise 

expressly provided by law or in the.articles. 
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(e) The members of the association or organization in

corporated pursuant to this section shall become participants of 

the corporation so created, and all property held by the as

sociation or organization shall belong to and vest in the 

corporation so created upon filing of the articles of incorpora

tion, subject to all pre-incorporation encumbrances and claims 

as if incorporation had not taken place. 

(f) Neither the initial articles nor the initial 

bylaws of the corporation shall distribute voting rights or 

rights in the property of the corporation, in a manner which 

reduces the rights of any participant below those enjoyed as a 

member in the predecessor association, nor shall the obligations 

of any member be increased. Any subsequent changes in the arti

cles or bylaws shall be governed by the applicable provisions of 

this division. 

Defined term: verified. 

DISCUSSION: This provision has no analogue in the CC. 

The basic question for the Committee is whether there 

is a need for such provisions. Most are continued from current 

law, which scatters them throughout the code (§§9202, 9300(f), 

9304(b), 9604). One could obviously incorporate an unincorpor

ated association without such a section, by merely forming a new 

corporation to which is transferred the property of the old asso

ciation upon its dissolution. The articles of the new corpora

tion could even provide for autQmatic participation for the mem

bers of the defunct association. 
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To the extent a section such as this might be thought 

necessary to establish that the incorporation of an association 

is an allowable "purpose" (see current law §9202), it is obvious

ly now superfluous with the broad purpose language provided in 

§5210. The only reason for retaining such a section, then, is 

to provide a simpler method of incorporation. This section 

probably does accomplish that purpose, although the difference 

may be marginal -- and may not be worth the potential problems, 

as explained below. 

Some problems of the current law are cured by 

this section. First, it should be noted that the section 

is framed as an alternative method of formation available to the 

association, thus allowing the association to proceed, if it 

wishes, under §5220 instead, avoiding the application of this 

section where it does not prove convenient for the particular 

association. Where the association chooses to proceed under 

this section, however, the required affidavit must explicitly 

state that the membership has approved its application. The 

principal results of the choice of this section are the pro

visions contained in subsections (e) and (f). 

Subsection (e) is different from current law in a 

number of ways. First, it provides for automatic vesting of 

property, which would seem to be a principal convenience that 

could be achieved by such a section. The current law in this 

area is uncertain, although the meager authority which exists 

is consistent with this section. See Security First National 
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Bank v. Cooper, 62 Cal.App.2d 653, 670 (1944); CEB, California 

Nonprofit Corporations, §2.6. 

Where documents are fraudulently filed, asserting 

approval of the association which has not in fact been obtained, 

case law indicates that the new corporation can continue to 

exist, but that equity will require it to reconvey the property 

to the predecessor association which it purported to supplant. 

Barber v. Irving, 226 Cal.App .2d 560, 30 Cal. Rptr. 192 (1964). 

Without evaluating the merits of t~is rule, we recommend that 

.this problem be left with the courts, and this section does 

not address it. 

The language used in (el -- preserving all pre-incorpora

tion claims upon the property -- is taken from §403 of the new 

New York law. There may remain, however, difficulties under the 

recording acts which need be addressed here. 

Second, subdivision (e) provides for automatic trans

fer of membership, but drops the language of the current law 

providing that individual members may "file their dissent in 

writing" to avoid this result. There is no need for a special 

provision allowing for the resignation of membership; §5415, 

in the chapter on members, covers the right to resign in gen

eral language that would apply here. Moreover, the special 

provision regarding "dissent" is troublesome, since it appears 

to create a right without elaboration of its nature. Nor are 

there cases construing this language. 

This draft takes a different approach. It assumes 

that the fact of incorporation, alone, cannot possibly pre-
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judice the rights of individual members in some way entitling 

them to special protection against the will of a majority which 

wishes to incorporate. Instead, they require protection, if 

at all, from changes in the internal structure of the organiza

tion, which may occur incidentally to its incorporation and 

which reduces their rights in it. Subsection (f) addresses 

this concern by simply prohibiting such changes as part of the 

process of incorporation, although they may of course be made 

later under the same rules that apply to any other non stock 

corporation -- with appropriate safeguards for the minority. 

The only exception to the mandate of subdivision (f) is where 

the members are unanimous, as provided in subdivision (b) (2). 

This is to allow the convenience of this section to an organ

ization where it has been demonstrated that there is no internal 

controversy at all regarding the proposed changes, so that 

there is no group of members requiring the protection of sub

division (f). 

As noted above, this section is not without potential 

problems. First of all, subdivision (f), while solving the 

difficulty that might otherwise arise with potential dissenters, 

may set a standard for the new bylaws and articles which is 

too uncertain to allow counsel to assure a client association 

that it is in conformity. The automatic vesting of property 

may produce recording act problems, as noted above. Nor does 

the section answer the question of the means by which the 

association "duly authorizes" its incorporation. "Duly 
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authorized" can mean here, as it does in current law, a method 

of authorization that is proper under the law governing the 

association. This will ordinarily be a majority vote as set 

out in the association's bylaws. 

On the other hand, few problems will probably arise 

in the majority of cases in which there is no internal con

troversy concerning the incorporation. unanimous consent could 

be obtained, thus waiving (f), or the identical rules could be 

adopted for the corporation as the association. And in such 

cases this section would be of some convenience. 

Question 

Does this section, on balance, fulfill some useful 

function which calls for its continuation? 
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Section 5222. (a) The Secretary of State shall not 

file articles setting forth a name in which "bank", "trust", 

"trustee" or related words appear, unless the certificate of 

approval of the Superintendent of Banks is attached thereto. 

(b) The Secretary of State shall not file articles 

setting forth a name in which "charitable", "charity", "church", 

"foundation", "nonprofit" or related words appear, unless the 

corporation is a charitable corporation. 

(c) The Secretary of State shall not file articles 

which set forth a name which is likely to mislead the public 

'or which is the same as, or resembles so closely as to tend 

to deceive, the name of a domestic corporation, the name of a 

foreign corporation which is authorized to transact intrastate 

business or has registered its name pursuant to [Section 2101] , 

a name which a foreign corporation has assumed under [sub-

division (bl of [Section 2106], a name which will become the 

record name of a domestic or foreign corporation upon the 

effective date of a filed corporate instrument where there is 

a delayed effective date pursuant to [subdivision (cl of 

Section 110) or a name which is under reservation for another 

corporation; except that a corporation may adopt a name that 

is substantially the same as an existing domestic corporation 

or foreign corporation which is authorized to transact intra-

state business or has registered its name pursuant to [Section 

2101), upon proof of consent by such domestic or foreign 

\ 
corporation and a finding by the Secretary of State that under 

the circumstances the public is not likely to be misled. 
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The use by a corporation of a name in violation of 

this section may be enjoined notwithstanding the filing of its 

articles by the Secretary of State. 

(d) Any applicant may, upon payment of the fee 

prescribed therefor in the Government Code, obtained from the 

Secretary of State a certificate of reservation of any name 

not prohibited by subdivision (b), and upon the issuance of 

the certificate the name stated therein shall be reserved for 

a period of 60 days. The Secretary of State shall not, how

ever, issue certificates reserving the same name for two or more 

consecutive 60-day periods to the same applicant or for the 

use or benefit of the same person, partnership, firm or 

corporation; nor shall consecutive reservations be made by or 

for the use or benefit of the same person, partnership, firm 

or corporation of names so similar as to fall within the 

prohibitions of subdivision (b). 

DISCUSSION: This language is identical to that which 

appears in the CC §201, except for the addition of subsection 

(b), the purpose of which is apparent. 

Section numbers in brackets will have to be adjusted 

to mesh with the nonstock corporation code. 
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Alternat~ve r 

Article 3: Articles of Incorporation 

Section 5230. (a) The articles of incorporation 

shall set forth one, but not more than one, of the following: 

(1) "This corporation is organized for the following 

public purpose [insert language describing purpose here]. It 

is not organized for the private gain of any person." 

(2) "The purpose of this corporation is to engage in 

any lawful act or activity for which a nonstock corporation may 

be organized under the General Nonstock Corporation Law." 

(3) "This corporation is organized for the following 

religious purpose [insert purpose here]. It is not organized 

for the private gain of any person." 

(b) A corporation including the statements described 

in subdivision (a) (1) or (a) (3) shall be subject to the pro
, I . . 

visions of this code applying to charitable corporations. 
'. 

(c) The articles shall not set forth any further or 

additional statement with respect to the purposes or powers of 

the corporation, except by way of limitation or except as express-

lyrequired by any law of this state other than this division or 

any federal or other statute or regulation (including the Internal 

Revenue Code and regulations thereunder as a condition of acquir-

ing or maintaining a particular status for tax purposes) . 



Alternative II 

Article 3: Articles of Incorporation 

Section 5230. (a) The articles of incorporation 

shall set forth one, but not more than one, of the following: 

(1) "This corporation is organized for the following 

public purpose [insert language describing purpose herel. It 

is not organized for the private gain of any person." 

(2) "This corporation is organized for the mutual 

benefit of [insert here language indicated by subdivision (c»), 

and such persons may become participants in it according to the 

rules and standards set forth in the bylaws." 

(3) "This corporation is organized for the following 

religious purpose [insert purpose herel. It is not organized 

for the private gain of any person." 

(b) A corporation including the statements described 

in subuivision (a) (1) or (a) (3) shall be subject to the pro-

visions of this code applying to charitable corporations. 

(c) The statement described in subuivision (a) (2) 

may indicate that participantship is limited to those sharing some , 

common interest or occupation, or common commitment to some goal 

or purpose, to those purchasing, owning, providing or selling par-

ticular services or goods, or who desire the goods or services to 

be provided by the corporation, to those desiring to associate 

with each other for social or recreational purposes, or by any 

other general standard identifying some group smaller than the gen-

eral public for whose mutual benefit the corporation is organized. 

Nothing in this section or in a provision of the articles adopted 

pursuant to it shall be construed to require a nonstock corpora-

tion to admit any particular person to participantship in it. 
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(d) The articles shall not set forth any further or 

additional statement with respect to the purposes or powers of 

the corporation, except by way of limitation or except as ex

pressly required by any law of this state other than this division 

or any federal or other statute or regulation (including the 

Internal Revenue Code and regulations thereunder as a condition 

of acquiring or maintaining a particular status for tax purposes). 
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Alternative III 

Article 3: Articles of Incorporation 

Section 5230. (a) The articles of incorporation 

shall set forth one, but not more than one, of the follmving: 

(1) "This corporation is organized for the following 

public purpose [insert language describing purpose here]. It 

is not organized for the private gain of any person." 

(2) "This corporation is organized for the mutual 

benefit of [insert here language indicated by subdivision (c)), 

and such persons may become participants in it according to the 

rules and standards set forth in the bylaws." 

(3) "This corporation is organized for the private 

gain of its directors, officers or participants and is not a 

mutual benefit organization." 

(4) "This corporation is organized for the following 

religious purpose [insert purpose here). It is not organized 

for the private gain of any person." 

(b) A corporation including the statements described 

in subdivision (al (1) or (a) (4) shall be subject to the pro

visions of this code applying to charitable corporations. 

(c) The statement described in subdivision (a) (2) 

may indicate that participantship is limited to those sharing some 

common interest or occupation, or common commitment to some goal 

or purpose, to those purchasing, owning, providing or selling par

ticular services or goods, or who desire the goods or services to 

be provided by the corporation, to those desiring to associate 

with each other for social or recreational purposes, or by any 

other general standard identifying Game group smaller than the gen

eral public for whose mutual benefit the corporation is organized. 
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Nothing in this section or in a provision of the articles adopted 

pursuant to it shall be construed to require a nonstock corpora

tion to admit any particular person to participantship in it. 

(d) The articles shall not set forth any further or 

additional statement with respect to the purposes or powers of 

the corporation, except by way of limitation or except as ex

pressly required by any law of this state other than this division 

or any federal or other statute or regulation (including the 

Internal Revenue Code and regulatio~s thereunder as a condition 

of acquiring or maintaining a particular status for tax purposes). 
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DISCUSSION: We are proceeding upon the assumption that 

the code ought to at least distinguish between charitable cor

porations and others, as agreed at our November meeting. 

The purpose of Section 5230 is to facilitate whatever 

distinction that we may wish to draw by requiring corpora-

tions to characterize themselves in their articles, so 

that they may be readily identified. 

Alternative I is the simplest of the three 

alternative sections. It basically distinguishes between 

charitable corporations and all others, attempting no 

characterization of these others. Religious organizations 

are separately identified from remaining chari tables for 

the convenience of subsequent drafting, as we may wish to 

exempt them from requirements that would otherwise be imposed 

upon all nonstock corporations. It is likely, for example, 

that the state would not consistent with the First Amend

ment prescribe any rules of internal governance for a re

ligious organization. While we do not here confront the 

issues that may arise which are peculiar to religious cor

porations, this approach should facilitate drafting solutions 

when we do deal with those issues. 

It should be noted that other provisions of the 

code prohibit a non-charitable corporation from calling itself 

a charity, a church, a foundation, or varients of such terms. 

See §5222(b). Moreover, we may wish to include provisions 

prohibiting any but charitable or religious corporations 

from holding themselves out as charities, regardless of the 
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name they employ. In any event, there is authority in the 

case law for treating an organization as a charitable one 

where equitable principles so require, regardless of its 

self-characterization. See Lynch v. Spilman, 67 Cal.2d 251, 62 

Cal.Rptr. 12 (1967). 

The arguable difficulty in Alternative I is its 

failure to place any limitation upon the formation of nonstock 

non-charitable corporations with no participants [members], 

and which are organized in fact to conduct a profit-making 

endeavor for the private benefit of the director-owners. This 

is basically the problem presented to <the Committee on pages 

10 through 13 of the memorandum of November 23, 1976, considered 

at our last meeting. Alternative II represents an effort to 

deal with this problem. 

The approach of Alternative II is reflected in its 

provisions (a) (2) and (c), which are the only differences between 

it and Alternative I. Alternative II, in effect, leaves the 

non-charitable corporation with no option under the nonstock 

code other than forming itself as a mutual benefit organization. 

The organization itself, of course, defines the group of 

people for whose mutual benefit it is created and the code 

would make no attempt, as a general matter, to impose upon 

such a corporation a requirement that any particular person or 

class of persons be admitted to participation [membership]. 

Such a provision is not as limiting as it might appear. 

For example, a nonstock corporation such as t<jastercharge 

would have no difficulty forming itself under such a 

provision. Its articles would simply indicate that it is 
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organized for the mutual benefit for those banks with Mastercharge 

cards. Trade associations would likewise be able to organize 

under such a provision. In theory, this section would exclude, 

however, the private entrepreneur who forms a nonstock corpora

tion which in fact has no purpose other than the conducting of 

a business for the founders' personal financial gain. For 

example, one could form an automobile club or a tennis club 

under the current nonprofit law and commence offering services 

to the public in competition with qoth true membership clubs and 

-profit making organizations offering the same services. While 

the organization would superficially resemble other clubs which 

in fact confer participants hip [membership] rights upon club mem

bers, in fact the founding entrepreneur would retain complete 

control over selection of the board of directors and rights to 

all the assets upon dissolution. The founder would do so by hav

ing the only voting rights in the organization. 

The issue is whether such a profit making "club" 

should be allowed to organize under the non stock code rather 

than as a business corporation. This section attempts to 

preserve the concept of nonstock corporations for use as 

mutual benefit entities, excluding this kind of organization. 

The difficulty, assuming that one agrees with the policy 

underlying Alternative II, is in the practical enforceability 

of its language. It obviously does not attempt to impose 

upon the mutual benefit organization detailed requirements 

to insure that people are admitted to participantship [member-
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ship]. To do so would run the risk of intruding unduly into 

the affairs of private social clubs and other organizations. 

Alternative III takes a somewhat different approach. 

It follows the outlines of Alternative II, but openly allows 

a nonstock entrepreneur to organize under subdivision (a) (3) . 

Alternative III thus adopts a policy of allowing such groups 

to employ the nonstock code, so long as they openly identify 

themselves as such. The difficulty is in distinguishing 

between a mutual benefit organization and an organization 

operating for the private gain of its members. 

Question 

Which approach should be adopted? 
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Section 5231. The articles of incorporation shall 

also set forth, in addition to the statement required by §5230: 

(al The name of the nonstock corporation. 

(bl The following statement: The corporation may 

engage in any lawful act or activity for which a nonstock 

corporation may be organized under the General Nonstock Corpor

ation Law of California. 

(el The name and address in this state of the 

corporation's initial agent for service of process in accord

ance with [subdivision (bl of Section.1502]. 

(dl The classes of members or participants, if any, 

and if there are two or more classes, the rights, privileges, 

preferences, restrictions and conditions attaching to each class. 

(el The articles shall not set forth any further or 

additional statement with respect to the purposes or powers of 

the corporation, except by way of limitation or except as ex

pressly required by any law of this state other than this 

division or any Federal or other statute or regulation (in

cluding the Internal Revenue Code and regulations thereunder 

as a condition of acquiring or maintaining a particular status 

for tax purposes). 

DISCUSSION: This section follows the approach of the 

CC §202, although certain provisions are necessarily different, 

such as the content of the statements required by subdivisions 

(b) and (cl. Note also that subdivision (d) assumes that classes 

of both members and participants will be allowed. 
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Subdivision (d), on classes of members or participants, 

differs in that it cross-references a section which does not 

appear in the CC. That section has not yet been drafted, but 

as envisioned would provide for some administrative mechanism 

by which misleading or unjust class structures might be avoided. 

The section is more fully discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Section 5232. (a) The articles of incorporation may 

set forth any or all of the following provisions, which shall 

not be effective unless expressly provided in the articles: 

(1) a provision granting, with or without limitations, 

the power to levy assessments upon the members or participants; 

(2) a provision setting forth special qualifications 

of persons who may be members or participants, [beyond those 

which may be indicated in subdivision (a) (2) of §5230, or (sub

ject to §54l0), setting forth that it shall have no members or 

participants]; 

(3) a provision limiting the duration of the corpora

tion's existence to a specified date; 

(4) a provision requiring, for any or all corporate 

actions (except as provided in [sections dealing with cumulative 

voting, removal of directors and dissolution]) the vote 9f a 

larger proportion of, or of all of, the members or participants 

of any class, or of a larger proportion of, or all of, the 

directors, than is otherwise required by this division; 

(5) a provision limiting or restricting the activities 

in which the corporation may engage or the powers which the 

corporation may exercise or both; 

(6) a provision conferring upon the holders of any 

evidences of indebtedness, issued or to be issued by a non

charitable corporation organized or existing under this division, 

the right to vote in the election of directors and on any other 

matters on which participants may vote under this division even 

if the non-charitable corporation does not have participants; 
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(7) a provision ~onferring upon participants the 

right to determine the consideration for which participantships 

shall be issued; 

(8) a provision which would allow any member or 

participant to have more or less than one vote in any election 

or other matter presented to the members or participants for a 

vote, except that no such provision may be put into effect with

out first complying with §[X]; 

(9) in the case of a subordinate body instituted 

or created under the authority of a national organization, a 

provision setting forth either or both of the following: 

(a) that the subordinate body thus incorporated 

shall dissolve whenever its charter is surrendered 

to, taken away by, or revoked by the head or national 

body granting it, in accordance with [sections 

governing decision to dissolve], but without the 

necessity of obtaining a vote of its participants, 

as would otherwise be required. 

(b) that in the event of its dissolution pur

suant to an article provision allowed by subdivision 

(9) (a) of this section, or, in the event of its 

dissolution for any reason, any assets which would 

otherwise be distributed in accordance with [sections 

governing distribution of assets] shall instead be 

delivered to the parent body, but the dissolution 

shall otherwise be governed by [sections on dis so-
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lution] insofar as they apply, except that the parent 

body shall stand in the place of participants for the 

purpose of Section [section making participants liable 

for any surplus wrongfully distributed to them]. 

(b) Nothing contained in subdivision (a) shall 

affect the enforceability, as between the parties thereto, of 

any lawful agreement not otherwise contrary to public policy. 

(c) The articles of incorporation may set forth any 

or all of the following provisions:, 

(1) The names and addresses of the persons appointed 

to act as initial directors. 

(2) Provisions concerning the transfer of membership 

interests, in accordance with Section 5412. 

(3) Any other provision, not in conflict with law, 

for the management of the activities and for the conduct of the 

affairs of the corporation, including any provision which is 

required or permitted by this division to be stated in the 

bylaws. 

DISCUSSION: This section follows closely CC Section 

204, the major differences being in subdivision (a) (8) and 

(a) (9). For discussion of (a) (8), see comment under §5231. Note 

also that at this point we leave open the question of cumulative 

voting, although it is referencei in places such as (a) (4) of 

this section, in the event it ~s adopted. 

Subdivision (a) (9) derives from current law, §§9203 
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and 9802, but departs from it in that (a) the provisions must 

be stated in the articles, and (b) they are optional -- that 

is, the subordinate body is not required by state law to fol

low them, but is permitted to do so, and presumably will do 

so to the extent required by the parent"organization as a con

dition for obtaining a charter. The language of our provision 

also departs from current law in an effort to make clear that 

the general rules governing dissolution still apply, and in en

suring that the parent body is liable for any claims upon the 

assets received, where it would be liable if it were a member 

or participant receiving assets upon dissolution. 

Subdivision (b) is taken verbatim from the CC. Sub

division (c) is also similar to the CC , but drops the pro

vision allowing the articles to set restrictions upon the right 

to transfer shareholder interests, instead referencing Section 

5412. Transfer of membership interests presents a different 

question than stock restrictions. See Section 5412 in Chapter 4. 

Note that subdivision (a) (2) as drafted assumes that 

Alternative II or III of §5230 is adopted, and that it also 

assumes that non-chari tables might be formed with no partici

pants. 

Finally, it should be observed that (a) (6) as written 

would apply only to non-charitable corporations. 
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Section 5233. For all purposes other than an action 

in the nature of quo warranto, a copy of the articles of a 

corporation duly certified by the Secretary of State is con

clusive evidence of the formation of the corporation and 

prima facie evidence of its corporate existence. 

DISCUSSION: This section adopts verbatim CC Section 

209. 
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Section 5234. If initial directors have not been 

named in the articles, the incorporator or incorporators, 

until the directors are elected, may do whatever is necessary 

and proper to perfect the organization of the corporation, 

including the adoption and amendment of bylaws of the 

corporation and the election of directors and officers. 

DISCUSSION: This section adopts·verbatim CC Section 

210. 
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Article 4: Powers 

Section 5240. 

have the power to 

(a) A non stock corporation shall 

(1) Adopt, use, and at will alter a corporate seal, 

but failure to affix a seal does not affect the validity of 

any instrument. 

(2) Adopt, amend, and repeal bylaws. 

(3) Qualify to conduct its activities in any other 

state, territory, dependency or foreign country. 

(4) Issue, purchase, redeem, receive, take or 

otherwise acquire, own, sell, lend, exchange, transfer or 

otherwise dispose of, pledge, use and otherwise deal in and 

with its own bonds, debentures and notes. 

(5) Pay pensions, and establish and carry out 

pension, saving, thrift and other retirement, incentive 

and benefit plans, trusts and provisions for any or all of 

the directors, officers and employees of the corporation or 

any of its subsidiary or affiliated corporations. 

(6) Issue certificates evidencing membership or 

participation but such certificates shall contain the statements 

that 

(a) either 

(i) (if the corporation is charitable) 

the corporation can never make distributions to 

its members; or 

(ii) (if the corporation is not charitable) 

the corporation may only make distributions to 

its participants upon dissolution; 
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(b) (if the corporation is charitable) a state

ment that the membership is not transferrable; 

(c) (if the corporation is non-charitable) a 

statement as to whether the participation is transfer

rable, and if so, a statement that a copy of the re

strictions on transferrability imposed by the corpora

tion, if any, are on file with the Secretary of the 

corporation and are open for inspection by a partici

pant on the same basis as the records of the corporation. 

(b) A nonstock corporation shall also have all of 

the powers of a natural person in carrying out its activities, 

including, without limitation, the power to 

(l) make donations, regardless of specific cor

porate benefit, for the public welfare or for community funds, 

hospital, charitable, educational, scientific, civic or similar 

purposes. 

(2) subject to the provisions of Section [on loans 

to insiders], assume obligations, enter into contracts, in

cluding contracts of guarantee or suretyship, incur liabilities, 

borrow or lend money or otherwise use its credit, and secure 

any of its obligations, contracts or liabilities by mortgage, 

pledge or other encumbrance of all or any part of its property 

and income. 

(3) participate with others in any partnership, 

joint venture or other association, transaction or arrangement 

of any kind whether or not such participation involves sharing 

or delegation of control with or to others. 
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(cl The powers allowed by this section shall be 

subject to any limitations contained in the articles, and to 

compliance with other provisions of this division and any 

other applicable laws. 

Defined terms: certificates, distributions 

DISCUSSION: The format of this section is substan

tially the same as CC Section 207 from which it principally 

derives, although it separates into two subdivisions, (a) and 

(b), the inherently corporate powers and the other powers. 

Paragraph (1), (2) and (3) of subdivision (a) are 

taken verbatim from the CC. Paragraph (4), while derived from 

the CC, differs in that reference to shares or "other secur

ities" is deleted, as is the cross-reference to Section 510 of 

the CC governing the status of shares acquired by the issuer. 

Paragraph (5) differs by deletion of the references to profit 

sharing and various share option plans. Paragraph (6) derives 

from Section 9607 of current law, although the required state

ments regarding transferability and distributions are new. 

Note the distinction we draw between charitable and non-chari

table corporations. 

Paragraphs (1), (2) and (3) of subdivision (b) derive 

from the CC except that the reference to "franchises" is de

leted from (2). 

Subdivision (c) derives from the introductory sentence 

of CC §207. 

Current law also includes provisions specifically 

authorizing a nonstock corporation to receive property, including 
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stocks and bonds, to act as trustee, and to do all other acts 

necessary or expedient to the affairs or purposes of the corpor-

ation. 59501. These are deleted here as superfluous, and 

there are no analogous provisions in the CC. 
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Section 5241. (a) Nothing in this division shall 

preclude a nonstock corporation from carrying on a business 

at a profit, but the articles may limit or restrict this power. 

(b) Nothing in this division shall exempt the 

business activities of a nonstock corporation from any law 

that would otherwise apply which regulates, limits, restricts, 

or prohibits any form of business activity. 

(cl Any gain or profit that results from the bus-

iness activity of a nonstock corporation may be applied to 

any lawful activity in which it may engage. 

that 

(d) This section is declarative of existing law. 

DISCUSSION: Section 9200 of the current code provides 

"carrying on business at a profit as an incident 
to the main purposes of the corporation and the 
distribution of assets to members on dissolution 
are not forbidden to nonprofit corporations, ,but 
no corporation formed or existing under this part 
shall distribute any gains, profits, or dividends 
to any of its members as such except upon dissolu
tion or winding up." 

Although the language of the current law might have been read 

as restricting the business activities of a nonstock corpora-

tion to those which are incident to some other principal pur-

pose, judicial gloss on this section has established that a 

nonstock corporation, even a charitable one, may conduct bus-

iness activities as one of its principal purposes. Groman 

v. Sinai Temple, 20 Cal.App.3d 614, 99 Cal.Rptr. 603 (1971), 

and this section seeks merely to conform the statutory language 
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to this gloss. It should therefore effect no change in exist

ing law. If of course remains the case that the nonstock corpor

ation may make distributions to its members; see Section 5232 

below. The purpose of subdivision (d) is to ensure that bus

iness activities currently conducted by non stock corporations 

are not questioned by virtue of this section. 

Questions 

1. Is subdivision (b) really needed, and if so, 

should it go here or at the beginning of the Code in a more 

general section? 

2. Should (d) be part of the statute? 
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Section 5242. (a) A nonstock corporation shall not 

make any distributions to its members or participants unless as 

authorized by [section on dissolution]. 

((b) Nothing in subdivision (a) shall preclude a 

nonstock corporation from 

(1) paying reasonable compensation to participants, 

members, or directors for services actually rendered, except as 

prohibited by §[X]. 

(2) providing goods or services to its participants 

at a discount or otherwise, as a principal activity.) 

DISCUSSION: The portion of this section prohibiting dis

tribution of gains, profits or dividends to members or partici

pants derives from Section 9200 of current law; see comment to 

Section 5241 above. This section must obviously provide for the 

exception of the dissolution of non-charitable non stock corporations. 

The provision allowing the corporation to pay compensation to its 

members, participants or directors may be redundant, but its rep

eitition here may aid in establishing beyond doubt that such com

pensation does not violate the prohibition upon dividends. However, 

in the case of charitable corporations, membership on the board 

of directors of persons employed by the corporation may consti-

tute a violation of fiduciary obligations. Section [X],yet 

to be drafted, will spell out these fiduciary duties and is 

thus cross-referenced here. Section 9200 of current law pro-

vides that a nonstock corporation may be formed for the 
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purpose of "rendering services", and in Groman v. Sinai 

Temple, supra., the court held that the Code does not prohibit 

a charitable corporation from conducting a funeral business at 

a profit while affording its members a discount for cemetary or 

mortician services. Subdivision (b) (2) codifies this rule. 

However, the subdivision may raise more problems than it cures, 

since it arguably gives statutory sanction to an evasion of 

the ban upon distributions. The evasion would take the form of 

a distribution of gain through easily resaleable goods, per

haps sold to the member at a nominal fee. Moreover, it is 

unlikely that absent this section a court would conclude that 

a nonstock corporation such as FedCo violated the prohibition 

upon distributions. 

An alternative, and we believe superior, way of 

dealing with these issues would be to define distribution in 

Chapter 1 in a manner excluding compensation for services 

actually rendered, while leaving the question of excess com

pensation to be dealt with in the sections on fiduciary ob

ligations. This would eliminate all need for (b) (1), and in 

our view both (b) (1) and (b) (2) could therefore be deleted. 

Question 

Should subdivision (b) be retained? Recommendation: 

No. 
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Section 5243. Subject to Section 5244: 

(a) No limitation upon the activities, purposes, or 

powers of the nonstock corporation or upon the powers of the 

members, participants, officers, or directors, or the manner of 

exercise of such powers, contained in or implied by the articles 

or by Chapters 18, 19, and 20 shall be asserted as between the 

nonstock corporation or member or participant and any third 

person, except in a proceeding (1) by a member or participant 

or the state to enjoin the doing or continuation of unauthorized 

activities by the nonstock corpora~ion or its officers, or both, 

~n the cases where third parties have not acquired rights thereby, 

(2) to dissolve the nonstock corporation, or (3) by the nonstock 

corporation or by a member or participant suing in a representa

tive suit against the officers or directors of the nonstock cor

poration for violation of their authority. 

(b) Any contract or conveyance made in the name of 

a nonstock corporation which is authorized or ratified by 

the board, or is done within the scope of authority, actual or 

apparent, conferred by the board or within the agency power 

of the officer executing it, except as the board's authority 

is limited by law other than this division, binds the non

stock corporation, and the nonstock corporation acquires 

rights thereunder whether the contract is executed or wholly 

or in part executory. 

(c) This section applies to contracts and convey

ances made or to be performed by foreign nonstock corporations 

in this state and to all conveyances by foreign nonstock 
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corporations of real property situated in this state. 

DISCUSSION: Section 5243 is virtually identical to 

CC Section 208, and current law. See former Section 803 of 

the old corporations law, applied to nonstock corporations 

in Osteopathic Physicians & Surgeons v. California Medical 

Ass'n., 224 Cal.App.2d 378, 401, 36 Cal.Rptr. 641 (1964). 

Chapters 18, 19 and 20 refer to dissolution. 

The principal difference between this and CC §208 

is the reference to §S244. See that section. 
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Section 5244. (al Notwithstanding Section 5232, 

in the case of a nonstock corporation holding assets in 

charitable trust, a director, member, or other person with 

an interest in the trust property, or the Attorney General, 

may bring an action to enjoin the breach of the charitable trust 

regardless of whether third parties have acquired rights by 

virtue of the breach. 

(bl In an action under this section, the court 

may enjoin the performance of a contract if all of the 

parties to the contract are parties to the action and if 

it is equitable to do so. 

(cl Notice shall be given to the Attorney General 

by any other person bringing an action under this section, and 

the Attorney General may intervene. 

Defined terms: member, charitable trust 

DISCUSSION: This section provides an exception to 

Section 5243 which is not found in the CC. It derives, how

ever, from existing case law; see Holt v. College of Osteopathic 

Physicians and Surgeons, 61 Cal.2d 750, 40 Cal. Rptr. 244, 394 

P.2d 932 (1964), overruling in part George Pepperdine Foundation 

v. Pepperdine, 126 Cal. App.2d 154, 271 P.2d 600 (1954). This 

case did not focus upon the problem created when the rights 

of third parties are cut off; rather, the case stands for 

the proposition that certain private parties with sufficient 

interest, as well as the Attorney General, can sue to enjoin 

the breach of a charitable trust. Nevertheless, the Holt 
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opinion allowed the trial court in that case to enjoin the per

formance of contracts in violation of the charitable trust. The 

court identified directors of the charitable corporation as 

having sufficient standing to bring such an action by virtue 

of their office, and quotes with approval language from a prior 

case stating that "the only person who can object to the dis

position of the trust property is one having some definite 

interest in the property -- he must be a trustee, or a cestui, 

or have some reversionary interest ,in the trust property." 

·61 Cal.2d at 753. The statutory language employed above is 

intended to reflect this holding, except for the addition of 

"members" to the list of those who may bring such an action by 

virtue of their position. 

The provision requiring notice to the Attorney 

General when such an action is brought by some other person is 

also reflective of existing law and of the language in Holt; 

see 61 Cal.2d at 756 and In re Los Angeles County Pioneer 

Society, 40 Cal.2d 852, 861, 257 P.2d 1. 

Questions 

III Should the ultra vires doctrine have greater 

reach in the case of a non stock corporation violating a chari

table trust than in the case of a business corporation or other 

nonstock corporation? If so, should actions in the expanded 

area be limited to the Attorney General, or should private 

parties be allowed to bring them as well? 

Note that the trust the breach of which is action

able under this section may be based upon restrictions in the 
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articles of incorporation, or may arise entirely independently 

from the articles, under general principles of trust law. 

(2) Do we wish to provide in addition for some 

fO~TI of private action by an innocent third party who loses 

contract rights by virtue of an injunction issued under this 

section, to be brought against the directors or officers re

sponsible for the breach of trust in question? 
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Article 5: Bylaws 

Section 5250. Bylaws may be adopted, amended or re

pealed by approval of the members or participants [see Section X] 

or the board, except as provided in Section 5251. The board's 

power to adopt, amend or repeal bylaws shall be subject to the 

power of the participants [(or members) (but not of members)]. 

[Except in the case of a charitable corporation,] the articles 

or bylaws may restrict or eliminate the power of the board to 

adopt, amend or repeal any or all bylaws, subject to subdivision 

(a) (4) of Section 5232. 

DISCUSSION: This section follows closely CC Section 

211. Current law, as stated in Section 9400, is similar ex

cept that (a) it explicitly reserves to the members the power 

to adopt a bylaw fixing the number of directors, except where 

the articles or bylaws fix an indefinite number, and (b) it 

explicitly allows the articles or bylaws to require a super

majority vote of the members to change the bylaws. Point (a) 

is covered here in Section 5251, and point (bl is now covered 

by Section 5232 (al (4) . 

This principal difference between this section, com

pared to current law and the CC, is the potential different 

treatment of charitable corporations. For charitable corpora

tions the obligations of directors are principally to the char

itable purpose rather than to the members, if there are any. A 

greater degree of independence from members may be preferable. 
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The membership vote actually required by this section 

would be fixed in Chapter One where "approval of the members" 

would be defined, as in CC Section 152, and a cross-reference 

to this definitional section is included in this section, as it 

is in CC Section 211. 

The cross-reference to Section 5251 derives from the 

ce, which has an analogous reference to CC 5212, and is pre

sumably meant to refer to the provision in that section pro

tecting a minority interest from h~ving the total number of 

-directors reduced below the point at which they could success

fully cumulate their votes to elect one. The matter of cumu

lative voting will be considered later. 

Question 

Should a distinction be drawn between the rights of 

members or charitable corporations and participants of non

charitable corporations to adopt, amend and repeal bylaws? 
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Section 5251. (a) The bylaws shall set forth 

(unless such provision is contained in the articles, in which 

case it may only be changed by an amendment of the articles) 

the number of directors of the corporation; or that the num

ber of directors shall be not less than a stated minimum nor 

more than a stated maximum (which in no case shall be greater 

than two times the stated minimum minus one), with the exact 

number of directors to be fixed, within the limits specified, 

by approval of the board or, except in the case of the chari

table corporation, the participants, in the manner provided in 

the bylaws, subject to subdivision (a) (4) of Section 5232. The 

number or minimum number may be one or more. 

(b) Once perpons have been admitted to participation 

[or membership], a bylaw specifying or changing a fixed number 

of directors or the maximum or minimum number or changing from 

a fixed to a variable board or vice versa may only be adopted 

by approval of the participants [or members] (Section X); pro

vided, however, that a bylaw or amendment of the articles re

ducing the number or the minimum number of directors to a 

number less than five cannot be adopted if the votes cast 

against its adoption at a meeting, or the participants [or 

members] not consenting in the case of action by written con

sent, are equal to more than 16 2/3 percent of the votes the 

participants [or members) are entitled to cast. 

(c) The bylaws may contain any provision, not in 

conflict with law or the articles, for the management of the ac

tivities and for the conduct of the affairs of the corporation, 
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including but not limited to: 

(1) any provision referred to in Section 5232(c). 

(2) the time, place and manner of calling, con

ducting and giving notice of members', participants', directors' 

and committee meetings, or of conducting mail ballots. 

(3) the qualifications, duties and compensation of 

directors; the time of their annual election; and the require

ments of a quorum for directors' and committee meetings. 

(4) the appointment and authority of committees of 

the board. 

(5) the appointment, duties, compensation and ten

ure of officers. 

(6) the mode of determination of members or partici

pants of record. 

(7) the making of annual reports and financial state

ments to members or participants. 

(8) admission and transfer fees. 

(d) the bylaws shall provide for the manner of 

admission, withdrawal, suspension, and expulsion of participants 

or members for forfeitures or termination of participantships, con

sistent with the requirements of Section 5414 of this division. 

Defined term: mail ballot 

DISCUSSION: This section follows closely CC Section 

212, insofar as it applies to non-charitable corporations, with 

the following differences: 

(a) one person boards of directors are allowed. 
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(b) the addition of "or of conducting mail ballots" 

to (c) (2) . 

(c) the addition of (c) (8) . 

(d) the addition of (d). This last is the only change 

of consequence. Even if the chapter on participants is ultimately 

drafted without a provision setting forth some minimal protections 

that would be required before expulsion or forfeiture, a sep

arate basic requirement of due process is that the rules 

whatever they are -- are set out in advance rather than created 

on an ad hoc basis. This section is presently framed, hmJever, 

on the assumption that there will be a separate section setting 

forth minimum procedural protections, and that section is cross

referenced here, in (d). This provision could be enforced by 

providing that no expulsion carried out in violation of the 

statutory requirements would be effective. See Section 5414. 

The section dealing with expulsion may provide different rights 

for members than for participants. In the alternative we may 

wish to reconsider the question of whether bylaws must set forth 

the manner in which members are expelled. 

Note also that this section is drafted on the 

assumption that the code will mandate cumulative voting for 

non-charitable corporations. A decision on this point, of 

course, is yet to be made. 

Question 

Should distinctions be drawn between the rights of 

participants and members in determining the make up of the 

board of directors? 
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Section 5252. Every corporation shall keep at its 

principal executive office in this state, or if its principal 

executive office is not in this state at its principal business 

office in this state, the original or a copy of its articles and 

bylaws as amended to date, which shall be open to inspection by 

the members or participants at all reasonable times during office 

hours. If the principal executive officer of the corporation is 

outside this state and the corporation has no principal business 

office in this state, it shall upon the written request of any 

member or participant furnish to such member or participant a 

copy of the articles or bylaws as amended to date. 

DISCUSSION: This section follows almost verbatim 

CC Section 213. The only change is in making this section 

apply to the articles as well as the bylaws. This was sug

gested by Section 5266 of the Law Revision Commission draft. 

While the change is not of major importance, since the articles 

would be available in any event from the Secretary of State, 

it appears on balance to be a good idea. 
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